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PAD CCAft;KY, THURSDAT)IORN 1Sti, SEPTEMBER 6 1906

VOL. 23, NUMBER 116

Board of Public Works
ENTRIES HAVE CLOSED FOR
Rejected Bids for Streets. HAVE LAW LOOKED IN TO
THE DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY.
IN SCHOOL CONTROVERSY,

THOSE FOR MECHANICSBURG DID NOT CONFORM TO ORDINANCE—ONLY ONE BID FOR FOUNTAIN AVENUE—NEW
THERE ARE TWO CANDIDATES FOR CITY POLICE COURT 1
BIDS NEXT WEEK—SIDEWALKS ON
JEFFERSON COMMITTEE OF EXAMINATION WILL HAVE LEGAL
WEST
ADVISOR
JUDGE, SIX FOR ALDERMAN, SEVEN
SCHOOL
FOR
STREET ACCEPTED—ELECTRIC PLANT READY FOR MATO INVESTIGATE AND SEE IF TEACHERS CAN
BE "APTRUSTEE AND TEN FOR COUNCILMAN—L.
K.
CHINERY WHEN IT ARRIVES.
TAYLOR
POLNTED" TO OPEN PUBLIC SCHOOLS NEXT
MONDAY—
WITHDREW FROM JUDGESI-TPIP RACE.
EXAMTNATTCsTO "'"'-iii'-r•-•'' .....'77:7F.P.DAY. AND
,
WILL
BE
"
c...._. ...: -........ _,-------------The board of public works met in' A large door in the cast wall of the
As regards the entr es, everything Trustee W. T. Byrd be ng declered regular weekly session yesterday af- power .hoc was authorized;
also' ,. '
et the law will permit, the six mem- substitutes temporarily
is now ready for the city Democratic disqualified when he took his seat
. needed."
at the 'city hall with Presi- another dour between engine and
. bers of the school board who are op
primary, which is to be held Septem- the first of this year. He was fillin X dent Wilhelm and Secretary Taylor boiler
From all sides yesterday could be
room. .
re- . posed to Miss Emma ,Morgan „ will tr y heard expression
ber 20th, as last night at to o'clock another public office at the time, but present.
strong and to the
The sewer inspector's weekly
there expired the time limit wh•ch by time he was disqualified, he qu t
The checks tiled by the unsuccess port was rece ved and the expense of I to have Supt. Lieb appoint teach- i point, bitterly condemn lig William.
.
.
ers and in this way attempt to open 1 son, Walston,
any candidate could eater the race. the other public trust and was re- ful b dders
Petter,
Gallman
on the Washington street flushing the well at pumping statioa
V hen Hon. James M. Lang closed elected to sit ::: the board until the and First and Second streets work, was ordered charged to sanitary ac- • the city schools next Monday with- Pitcher and Troutman for their sense!cut the elect'on of teachers being held less blockading of
the books he found that twenty-foui November election, when he or his were ordered returned to them.
the schools. Nocount.
.
1 iegularly. That was the statement body minced their words
espirants had entered. Two of these :successor goes back in until end .0
in paying
A communication from
At the request of Capt. Hale a tree t nude
Mayor
yesterday by Dr. J. S. Trout- their respects to these six
are for city judge. seven for school his original two year term which :Weiser was received requesting that in his fence
trustees,
on Seventh street in the inan,
who is chairman of the corn- wh le from no side cou'd
trustee. ten for councilmen, and six closes January, 19°8. The trustees tii. boare 1-rye the pond near Ti- ird way of the
anything
new sidewa•k was ordered
mittee
on examination and course of but words of commendation
for aldermen. Mr. Lang and the from the other five wards are chosen and Harrison streets filed to the removed by
be heard
the contractor.
i stud others are now getting up the form for two years, commencing January sewer catch basin and charge the
for Trustees Karnes, Bechenbech
The fence along Seventh street at
Chairman Troutman yesterday said Byrd, List, Davis and Morris.
of the ballot to be pented for use 1st., Igoe.
•
cost to the abutting property owners; the Whitefield property is several
Many
that he and Mr. Walston.' the other , people remarked that it
during the election, while the city
Four a•dermen are to be named complaint hay ng been made by the inches on the sidewalk.
could easily
order
An
committeeman opposed to Miss Mo.'-'be seen that Miiss
Democratic committee . wilt shortly for two year., beginnine the first of residents that the ssireel
Morgan was favto ene was issued for the fence to be gan, would
today have some good ored, by the most representative
hold a meeting to designate the rext year.
board of heath was e flooded .1 it, moved back.
and
. ;awyer look into the legal phase of substantial men of
officers that ssill have charge of the
One counc !man 's to he elected street inspector was ordered to make
the board, several
The report of the city engineer of toi.e controversy,
which they are head- I men stating they had heard hundreds
vot ng booths at each precinct. With from each ward for a 0.4 o years term, the fill and charge Olt expense to 7hc the progress
of the street work was mg, and see if the law empowers
the !remark that nothing better could be
these preliminaries completed, every- commencing next January. with ex- property owners.
received and tiled.
committee and superintendent to go expected from
thing will be perfected for the pri- ception of in the fourth, where two
'those oppos'ng Miss
The request of the gereral cormOne bid was rece ved for sidewalks ahead and "appoint”
teachers to fill Morgan.
mary. which promises to be one of are to be chosen, one for a two year cil for a street light at Eighth and on
Fountain avenue, and one bid on t he places until the deadlock
considerable interest.
term beginning the first of next year. Campbell streets was granted.
Several lawyrs !yesterday stated
only part of the new streets to be im- broken. He continued that
if they the anti-Nlorgan trustees had not the
The books f Mr. Lang last n•ght end one to serve from the coming
Contractor Bridges filed his bond proved in Mechanicsburg.
As no could lagally do th s it woUel be done
allowed the following candidates:
November election, until January, for the maintenance
of new sidewalks, bids were received on the Jones immediately, but if they cannot slightest legal right to "appoint"
City Police Court Judge—Edward Igo& This short term is made neces- curt and gutters on West Jefferson street work,
teachers, and if this was done those
or South Fourth street matters would have to stand as they
II. Purycar and Davtd A. Cross.
sary because Race D pple. who went
teachers
appointed could make those
street from Fourteenth ta 25th streetf. all bids received were rejected and ere and the schools remain closed un:n last January for a two years' term Bonds referredto city sol citor for the city eng neer instructed to ad- 01 the: is • some settlement of the selecting them pay their salaries as
Councilmen.
resigned six weeks ago, and the investigation. •
the board as a whole cou'd not be
vertise for bids on all the work to controversy,
First Ward—H. R. Lindsay and C. mayor selected Lon Crandall until
held responsible for sometbng not
The traction company was author- be received September 12.
Supt. Lieb was in an afternoor concurred in by a
W. Morrison.
the November election when the hied to put in poles on
majority of the
Ninth street
City Engineer Washington filed paper yesterday quoted as saying he
Second Ward—David M. Flournoy. place will be fired by soiretime tc
membership.
rrom tlentucky Avenue to Jackson al' the plans and drawings for the would without doubt select
the
Th•rd Ward—Al M. Foreman and remain in the seat until January
The controversy is the burning
street.
new work on Washington F.rst and teachers to open the schoe's next
J4mes P. Segenfeiter.
Nog.
issue
everywhere in the city, and it
The Paducah Tracion company Second streets.
Monday. but he asserts he made no is plainly
Ward—Young
.Taylor, The first of this year Judge San
Fourth
seen that eao per cent. of
%yap cal'ed up over the telephone and
The
Central
Labor
Union nob statement, only remarking that
Alonzo Crandall and Ernest Lockey. ders went in for a fourt year term,
irrespective of politics
citizens,
asked when it would complete the was
granted
the
privilege
of •1 the committee found it legal to dc the
Fifth Ward—George W. Shelton.
but d ed in June, and Mayor Yeiser work at Ninth
Broadway, man- stretching a banner across Fourth so he wou'd designate the instructors or affiliations, heap condemnation
and
Sixth Ward—Charles Vs'. Smith.
named Edward Puryear to fill the
Bleeker prom•sed to have it done street at their hall instead of across under that by-law and regulation that and criticism upon the anti-Morgan
Aldermen—E. W. Baker. John W. place until the November election. ager
tonight.
by
Broadway.
says "the superintendent can appoint members.
George
Little, Edward D. Hannan,
when the people name .someone tc
A communication was ordered adThe Traction company was ordered
Willow. E. F. Nieman and P. H. preside over the court until January
dressed to the Southern Bitulithic tc fill up the street between it
Stewart
foto, which is the time Judge San- company
to prepare to resume work tracks on Broadway, just west of bill lying in the folds of a sheet of South Second, who is also interested
ders %mould have gone out, if he at Ninth and Broadway Friday
writing paper. Taking out the bill t in the B. Weille & Sons establishmorn- Ninth street.
had lived.
paper, she opened the latter, and ment. For many years she resided in
and
School Trustee.
in g so as to open that street.
The ?
1 :ttitieah (as and Heating ..iik
I
If enough entries had not been
dumfounded
to find v -ritten i n- Baltimore where her husband and
First Ward—J. H. Maxwell.
Reports from Supt. Keebler and company was granted a
permit
tc
side the words "Conscience Iioney." i children were enaged
Second Ward—J. Ashley Robert- made in the primary to justify it be- Special Eng:,peer John W. Holmes in
in business.
g
opera Fifth street in front of the Elks
ing held, there was talk of ca•ling
rIbis naturally aroused the curiosity but for the past five years she has
son.
regard to the progress being made Home to make a connection,
condi- lof Mrs. Levy who then turning to made her home in this city with
the primary off, but now that enough
Third Ward—Robert A. Baker
hoe
at the light plant and system for en- float! on its obtaining the
consent
of ,the back of the envelope, found the son on North
- gil
are
in
the
Democratic
Ward—Harr
election is ft- largement and extension.
y L. Judd.
Fourth
Eghth. together
Ed
C.
Terrell
the
contractor
whcj'etter was mailed at Baltimore
Fifth Ward—William T. .Byrd and go, and the city committee shortly with a letter and telegram from the
It is probable that whoever dc
bui't the street and -s under bond tr
. at each
selects the officers to preside
George J. Moore.
' Maryland.
fr2.uded her could not withstand the
General Electric company were re- maintain it for five years.
•
precinct.
Mrs. Levy cannot think of anyone pangs of conscientious regret and
S xth Ps ard—Dow ‘Vatson.
ceived and ordered forwarded to the. The new sidewalks, curb and gut.
Sometime next month the RepubEdward Puryear is the present city
who
has 'defrauded her, or stolen her sent her the mousy, but withhed his
genral council advising that body of tens on Jefferson street from
Nine- money, but doubtless someone has or her namc in
ht•e David Cross is the at- 'leans will hold their city convention, the progress
judge
order not to divulge
being made. The corn- tecnth to Twenty-Eifth streets. tirliich
dine so, and now sendsher the their dentity.
torneyof the city.' H. R. Lindsay is and select the candidates they will pany expects to step the dynamos
and
were
inspected by the b iard and city amount of the theft
the general manager of the South- pit at the November regular election, lamps on or about October 1.
in Order to reEngl.' engineer Monday, were rece vet: on
The envelope shows that the party
lieve his or her conscience.
ertand Medicine company:. C. W against the Democratic nominees, for neer Holmes reports that the
plant
condition
that
several
knows
minor
her right address, as the street
each
defects
position.
Morrison the North Second street
Mrs. Levy is the mother of Mr.
will be ready for the reception of the are to be remedied, and when
that Louis Levy, the well known proprie- number was given and proper name
commies on merchant who resides on . Lawyer L. K. Taylor announced
machinery September 3o; Supt Keeb- is done the city engineer is
author• tor of The Model clothing store on used.
North Twelfth below Trimble; Davil in the papers .he would run for pee ice .let reports that the poles
and wires!ized to make out the estimates aga nst.
V. Flournoy is the North First street tudar, hut withdrew last night, not will an- be installed by October
15.1 the several property owners and sub.
commission merchant who lives on Posting his entrance fee.
Ali of which means that the only de- mit them to the board for approva.
Foreman
North Seventh; Al M.
lay if any, will be •n getting the
The request of L. A. M. Grief .o
the electrical and novelty works man
machinery here.
erect
a shed over the sidewalk in
of North Fourth near Broadway;
The traction company reported that front of his property on West
Court
Segenfelter
and
nth
is
the
N
jsmes P
roadway ties have been street was refused.
Tennessee druggist who resides on
CHICKENS, KITTENS AND PUP MANY PATIENTS HAVE BEEN
removed and street being restored;
The board adjourned.
COMPRISED CONTENTS
Washington near Seventh; Young
RECEIVED AS RESULT OF
Also that the sub-contractors had urursl -suurtovuntofW
OF BOX.
Taylor is the former counAnetti svhr.
CATALOGUES.
been notified of the track being too CONSCIENCE MAKES
PARTY S
it n'anager of the Jefferse.:1 %tree: dry
high in Rowlandtown.
Yesterday
morning
Mrs. Sarah Bie Ostrich Going Through Decided Just as Soon as All
Clock's and lives on Ohio ner.r F•fth;
the Envelopes Are
Supt. Keebler was author zedto re- Levy of North Eighth near Monror
A ore() Creedal' is the piei,ent cowl- GRAND JURY .GRINDING OUT
He Had Been Penned Up Too
Received, Balance of Pamphlets
armature
v‘ind
an
burned
that
out
a
streets,
had a letter handed her by
INDICTMENTS AGAINST
c Allan, carpenter by tra it, and live!
Long and Kicked Box
Will Be Sent Out.
,
few nights ago and which caused two the
v postman
ostma n oaund otni sOpening the enPARTIES.
t°
to Pieces.
on South -Nineteenth; Ernest Lackey
circuits to be cutout.
she found a
inside
Crisp $
is the North Third street wholesale
The board of directors for, RiverThemcaonmattenr e sanddoin
will hospital
tiabcuhseisneo
thuet sde
ssf o
ag
be accomplishe
b._ much
clothier who lives on South Frhtrth
believe dthat
good
„f
exphreetses
near Jackson; George 512. ion is the
the time of day, intending to return and the case was set for hearing
y
scattering
toare often amused at the pecu- ',among the professional
.
4....outh Third stteet foun Iryniar who
.men in tbs
day.
it
liar pieces of expressage passing erld of the state catalogues
lives near his foundry on Third!
I
givng deFrank Richards was indicted on the
For
today
was set for trial the i n. through their hands, it being' of all scrptons of the Riversde
Charles W. Smith is the Mechanicshospital
GEORGE FERNATT CONFESSED caarge of breaking into the house of d ctment sisued against Charles Bty- nature and description.
here, including the unexcelled faciliberg butcher; E. W. Baker •-; the
TO STEALING WATCH FROM
NI. T. Spann and stealing $10 worth nt who is aecused of cutting Mabel
4 night or two ago there arrived ties for caring for the sick. Already
S. eth First whelesale ge(seer who reof goods. On the bill being brought Barrett.
KOCH—GOT ONE YEAR.
Ihere from Murray over the Southern quite a number of patients have been
a;dcs at Sixth and Washington; John
in it -vvas filed away, as Richards has
Sam Leibel, the Ninth and Wash- Exprese
a 'box consigned' to received from outside cities, being
V'. Little is the spoke factary man
Frank Richards Indicted on Ground been turned over to the federal auth- ington street grocer, was indicted
Ingram.
Roy
It contained a sent 'by doctors to whom the directMk.
for
who lives at Fourteenth and J-fford a small ors had forwarded a copy
That He Broke Into M. T. Spann'a orities who are holding him for the al'eged malicious shooting. He and rooster, hen, chickens • and'
of the deson; Edward D. Hannan, is the
United 'Skates grand jury on the John Muller, the painter, had some puppy. The little dog surely looked scriptive publication.
But Bill Filed Away.
South Fourth street plumbng conthe
nfplace
out
with
the
in
box
charge of breaking into the postoffice words s x weeks ago while near Ninte
About 1.000 of the pamphlet's were
tractor who resides at Fifth end Haron
at Mexico, Ky., Apr I 6th.
After end Kentucky avenue. Muller claim chickens.
published,
hut the directors have not
rison; - George Willow is the saloonThe first batch of indictments by, breaking into the postoffiee Richards irg Lcibel
Not long since a crate containing sent over 200 of them out,
talked wrongfully about rh erys
because the
1st who Ii 'es above .his olaeit of busi- the grand jury for this present term'
hickene, two kittens. and a puppy special envelope needed to
came here, and was arrested on the him. Liebel went and got
accommohis
gun
ness on Kentucky bet,vezn Second of criminal c rcuit court was brought
passed through the local offices, for- date the catalogoe has given out
charge of breaking into Spann'e and returning, took. several shots
and
at w
and Third; E. F. Nieman, :s the in yesterday by that investigatin
doubtless
i nagrded to St. Louis. This
more are being made for this purg house: While being held in the jail Muller, but did not hit the
other.
house builder who lives cri South body, and included twelve charges. here Richards was
return- pose. Just as fast as the
dentified as thc This case was set for next Monday. evidenced that some child was
directors get
Fourth near Jackson; Ph" H. Stew- The number and date in which they
visit,
and
the envelopes, they are sending omit
men wanted for the Mexico affair, Charles Ferguson contends
.11 rt is the physician who resides 'at were
that with hhnim
me orfr‘hnenr all she could'cgaartrhieedr the publications to every physician
brought shows the jury is get- and turned over to the federal officers,
in
Wm,
amsan(1
$10.J7a5m, henceesVanaHook
Hotel Craig; J. H. Maxwell is grocer ting down to business rapidly, as
in this line from friends.
up
n
n
all surrounding cities, within a radius
with understanding that when 'the lat- robed him of
An unusually peculiar piece of ex- of too miles. They believe that by
'of Thirteenth„and Burnett and resides they s*re In session only a few
ter finished with him hs was to be dictment by
the grand jury. This Pre"age going through Paddcah this showing the outside professional men
there; J. Ash'ey Robertson is the hours from time of being empaneled,
returned to the state officials for the case comes
year was a -big ostrich in a crate. It just what the institution here
up for today. z
leaherworker who lives on Clay near until they returned the batch.
consists
Spann indictment.
John Thomas, colored, was n wa. going from an osthinh farm in of that many more patients will he
Ninth; Robert Baker is the I. C.,
John Polk was indicted on the
Seldom Matlock was indicted on (Feted on the
e and a short dis- procured.
charge of breaking into California to the east,
painter who resides on West Broad charge of obtaining money by false the
accusation of maliciously strik- an Illinois
Central railroad freight tance out of this city the powerful
The institution is pretty well filleit
way; Harry L. Judd is the Illinois pretenses. It is claimed he stole a ing Charles
Hae.
bird got tired standing up in the crate now with sick people and has proven
e ar standing in the yards here,
Central pattern maker who lives on wheel from P. C. Gibson avid assert- '
and
and with several stiff' kicks tore the one of the hest pieces of paying propFrank Crane was indicted on the stealing a number of shoes,
West Jackson; William T. Pyrd is ing the property belonged to him,
some
crate to pieces. It was with a great
giound
stole
that
he
$14.50
from
hardware
and
other
the present school trustee, and lives sold it to "Friday" Ingram for 1.4. On
articles.
For deal of trouble that the bird wa-s erty the municipal government ever
Georye
Bayne.
The
court
set
this
next Tuesday was his case set for
controlled.
at Fifth and Husbands;
George being indicted Polk confessed to the
gotten back into the box, that had to
trial.
Moore 's foreman for the furniture crime, and was given one year in the case for trial on the 7th day.
For the 4th day was set the indictWm. Arnold charges that D. Grace, be reibuilt by the messenger, who W211
factory on South Third, and lives at penitentiary.
kept i mortal fear of being kicked
The largest anchor ever made
brought
ment
in
against
Jim
Taylor,
alias
Will Gray, cut his rp, and foe -bun
913 South Third; Dow Watson is the
George Pernatt was indicted for who is accused
death bar the bird While he was re- weighed 25.500 pounds and cost near.
to
committing
of
the this the grand jury brought in en
Mechanicsburg butcher and former stealing the watch of William Koch,
ilding the box.
ly $10,000.
crime of sodomy upon Tom Crutch - indictment charging
. Grace
'councilman.
with
and on confessing to the offense was
field, a small white boy under r6 years
.
There is one school trustee to elect Oven one year. Fernatt stole the
Notice Coal Dealers.
years of age.
maTYhhegr
em.and jurors are understood to
for each ward, with exception of the watch from Koch's home where Ise
Sealed bids for coal for the city
The shipment of marble to the UnitBertha Burger accuses Tim Nail'' be investigating a number of
fifth, where two are to be chosen, one was, employed, and when arrested stt
un- schools, about Is car loads. Bids for ek Rates in 1905 from the Carrara
gan with stealing $35 from her, and usually interesting cases, with prosfor two years, and the other to serve a nearby barbecue claimed he just
lump and .nut per bushel Hand to
for this the grand jury brought in an pects of 'several indictments shortly President Williamson by Sept. 12, qutirries, near Leghorn, Italy, amountuntil January, iogo on account of took the ticker to keep poste'd as to
ed to $095,8st, an increase of $33.indictment charging grand litre-ma., along this line.
4
•
W. H. PITMER, Sec'y. 369 over go4.
too&

Item-noon

J

Peculiar Pieces
1Bearing Good
of Expressage.
Fruit Already.

FIR.:T BATCH
TRUE BILLS.

JOHN POLK CONFESSED
AND GOT ONE YEAR,

........,

.....

•

•
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CORN , GROWS 17 FELT HIGH. -

Horrible Story oi Russian
Hartford; Conn., Sept- 5.—Frequentstories come eastward from Kanly
Gorkey.
Girl told by Maxim
sas of the marvelous growth of corn
•1!••••••••••

TIERRIMI [Cl[MA

. 4

L. B. 061114 & CO*

in that state and the people here wonder at the fertility Li of the country
bones.* **
Citizens of Free-Great America:
Abramov kicked her with his heavy without considering that nature- can do
will tell yOu a story of a Russian girl,
Mlaria Spiridonva—a story of one of ,boots. But not one sound escaped feats of more or less interest riglia
here in Connecticut. Anyody caring
those thousands of Russian women from the lips of the girl.
How she was tortured in the po- to see what Connecticut can produce Mouth and Eyes Covered With
who perish in the struggle for treelice station is too awful to describe. in the matter of corn should ,walk
dom like the flowers in the tire.
Crusts—Face Itched Most FearterriAbramov and the police officer, Jda- down Fishfry street, cross the rail• The story is loathsome, it is
and
tracks
at
road
look
con
a field of
fully—Hands Pinned Down to
..ble; it will shock you—you will startle nov, kicked with their boots the nawith awe and loathing, but I say to ked and senseless body of the girl a few rods east of the track on tlie
Prevent Scratching
south side of the street. The field b
you, I ask of you—open your hetuts! from one corner to the other.
Even the Cossacks andl the police- longs to Oliver T. Mlather, toto WindNo matter how loathsome the truth
men—men not used to compassion— sor avenue, and most of the crop will
May be, honest men must know it.
you
they were revolted by the tor- be used for tilling a silt).
America.
even
of
And you, women
a
At the south end of this --field
must know all, not only that you may tures of the girl. Here is, word for
sixboards
covered
by
shed
tobacco
policeman
testimony
a
of
achieved
the
N%ord,
you
what
have
be proud of
and are achieving in your country, le't who was arrested for torturing the teen 'feet from the ground; the sill
the shed is probably a little above th.•
"When my little boy was six months old, he
also that you may impress fofoif your girl martyr:
no'nod. but the nearby stalks of corn had ecaema. The sores extended so quickly
she
but
"1 felt cold in my overcoat,
children still greater hatre•1 of cliova,the whole body that we at once c4led In
pression of man by man. still deeper was carried naked into the street. She reach well above the eaves of
the doctor. We then
went to another doctor,
was lifted by the hair into the air anil building, as one can 'see at a glance
and greater love for freedom.
but he could not help
The pea-ants of one of the villages was lashed with nagaikas and was across the lot. A man who enters
hint, and in Oar despair
the field is log to sight in a monicii:
we went to a third one.
near the city of Tamhoy refused to told to scream."
do
to
nothing
is
'him
there
for
and
Matters became so bad
A Cossack sergeant testified:
pay taxes until the dere-gates whom
that
had_ regular
"I am a Cossack, and even I shivcr but to keep between-the-two rows unthey intended to elect to the douma
holes in kis cheeks,
the
of
the
end
reaches
other
he
til
and whom the government, for that when I think, how she was tortured."
large enough to put a
finger into. The food
Spiridonova lost the sight of one field, which covers about one and onereason. promptly imprisoned, w ere lipbad to be given with a
eye ,became deaf from the blows, and half acres of ground.
crated.
spoon, tor his mouth
Sgovernment views any while in prison
It is difficult to select one stalk
became consumptwas severed with ornate
The Russian .
which seems taller than its fellows,
as %Usk as a finger, and
demand for justice on the part of the ive owing to injuries of the lungs.
he opened the
wh
Blind, deaf, spitting blood, she was but one which seemed a sthade higher
people as treason against supreme 'aumouth they began to
to
found
was
it
near
others
the
than
thority. Cossacks were sent into this sentenced to death, but the judges did
bleed and suppurate, as
did also hi. eyes.
village under the command of an offi- not have the mercy to kill her at once, measure 17 feet 4 inches in height and
Hamds,anns,chest, and
cial named Lujenovsky, and this fat and death was remitted for twenty weighed upward, of thirteen pounds. 11
back, in short the whole
this corn is allowed to ripen the pickbody, was covered over
cynir, with the face of a satyr and years' hard labor in Siberia.
and over. We had no
VOlien a man is beaten the blows ing of it will be a pretty proposition
the heart or a wolf, began to pacity
rest by day or night.
the rioters. Several men were knout- beat out his soul, first, respect for his for a short man, for many of the ears
Whenever be was laid
ed to death, many were maimed and human fellows, and it must be remem- are twelve feet or more from the
in his bed, we had to
yellowthe
of
cornis
The
ground.
pin hie lands down:
crippled, women and girls were as- bered that all 'Russian officials bear
otherwise he would
vigorous
strong,
with
variety,
dent
slaps
ALFONSO
-41‘.
HOES
the
cheeks
of
their
traces
the
on
saulted.
scratch his facts, and
AMONG THE NEW THINGS WE ARE SHOWINW:
its maks
Maria Spiridonova was a pretty girl, winch they have received from higher stalks, and from the nature of
an open pore. I think his is.* MUSS
toup
have itched most fearfully.
of small stature, whose young. warm officials. The official of the highest growth, carrying its ears well
*.f, 1
"We finally thought nothing could help, A line of Woolen Suitings, Scotch effects, per yard
heart was not yet acquainted with the rank receives moral slaps in the face ward. the top of the stalk.
mo
A line of Check Plaids and Mixes, the yard, Si.o0 to
ma4
to
had
I
mind
and
my
wife
up
my
send
the
corn
Mr. Mather planted the
with the child to Europe, hoping that the sea A fine collection of Faced Cloths, in both plain and chiffon ftnish,
filth and awe of life. She learned of from his master ,the czar, who, ;n
weather air might cure bun, otherwise he was to be
the dceds of Lujenovsky; she took up- his turn, was beaten by his father— first week in May and cold
2
per yard, $1.00 to
that followed the planting retarded put under good medical care there. But,
on herself the role of Nemesida, for and by a Japanese policeman.
differently,
he
Lord
blessed,
came
matters
The ambassadors of civilized coun- germination so that it was slow in ap- and we soon saw•miracle. A friend of ours
in Russia this avenging goddess is
e made a trial with
tries shake in St. Petersburg the hands pearing above ground and made but spoke about Cuticura.
an illegal person.
Soap, Ointment,and Resolvent,and
When Lujenvosky stepped on the of men who hive shed streams of the little growth for some time. By June C%ticura
within
ten
or
days
we noticed a
weeks
two
Silk shirt waists in both tailored and dressy styles.
platform of Borisoglebsk depot, the blood of the Russian people. The it began its phenomenal growth awl decided traprovement. Just as quickly as the
the
on
had
yesterday
been
cut
that
had
also
it
slokseee
dieto
appeared
began
America
and
Europe
of
Cossacks, who surrounded him, be- financiers
appear, and within ten weeks the child was
gan to disperse the crowd, but no think of giving money to the Rus- ground about 115 days. A vegetable absolutely
well, and his akin was.moth and
one paid any attention to the little sian government to aid in the strug- growth of over seventeen feet in that whist ea never before." F. Hohrath,
'Phe
season.
well.
pretty
doing
is
time
$4-00
of the C. L Hohrsith Company, Manufact- Man tailored walking skirts $500 to
gle against its people, which actually
fragile Spiridonova.
though, has been a good one for corn, urers ot Silk Ribbons, 4 to 20 Risk Alley,
Three shots were heard. They means money for murder.
These garments are made by experts and reprsent latest in style awl
South Bethlehem, Pa.
June 8, IOW
That the bloody tragedy of the for which the thermometer has reachwere aimed with a firm hand. The
Collsons tow CasImmat, aid rills sr/site ,..masSirat
cut.
awls
•
the
eis
klarsia.
Ung
NSW
Bolls
wane.
con,.
in
times
corpulent body of Lujenovsky fe!I struggle of the Russian government ed go degrees but few
-Medial two. ^ ace strow•Sur &bethis.
heavily- to the ground. Every one with its people may come to a speedy surmner it has averaged fairly high
the
has
nd
weather
been damp
was parflyzed; no one noticed whence end, and that it may bring victory
the shots came. The crowd thought to the right 'side; two conditions are throughout the summer. tending to
romote a large growth.
that the Cossacka were shooting, and necessary:
The corn was planted in rows three
in a panic turned to flight.
To refuse money to the Russian
and one-half feet apart, the stalks
But on the platform stood Marie government.
Spiridonova, and with a firm voice
To aid the Russian people in their standing in the rows at intervals et VERSUS THE RAILROADS WILL
BE ARGUED SEPTEMabout a foot. Another year Mr. Maexclaimed:
struggle for the right to life.
rows
the
BER a+
will
he
thinks
make
ther
"Shoot me!"
My deep faith in the noble nature
Then only did the Cossacks notice of man gives me the right to expect farther apart and will also use a litAgents for But tertck Patters*
the little girl—she stood pressing the that free America will not refuse help tle less seed. The ears are now hard- First Big Hearing tinder the New
Provisions of the
pistol to her temple.
A Cossack to the people of Russia, a people ening from the milky stage, and if Mr.
Law.
Mather concludes to lea a part of the
felled her to the ground with a blow which must be free or perish.
I believe in the great vision of the the big crop and filling a si'o, but he
from the butt of his gun.
A Cossack officer, Abramovosorang brotherhood of nations; to me this is ripe corn. Just now he is cutting Probably the first important case to
the bi gcrop and filling a silo, but he be heard) and passed upon by the inat her, ands grabbing her by the hair, not a vision, it is a religion.
lifted her into the air with one ham*
I see in the future on the shores of expects to let a part of it ripen. The terstate commerce commission under
while with the other
was raining the Behring Strait two statues like the corn is cut, carted to the silo and the terms of the new rate bill is that
nagaika blows on her head. Then he statue of Liberty in New York. They chopped into fragnwnts by a machine of the state of Kentucky versus time
threw her body violenily
to the stretch forth their hands across the run by a gasoline engine, which forc- railways doing business in this state.
grounc) and shouted to the Cossacks: strait; they unite the two most demo- es the .fragments into the silo by The date for the hearing in Washing"Beat heel With all your force! cratic families in the world into one means of a blower and which can han- ton, when argument will be made by
dle three or four acres a day if the distinguished attorneys, has been set,
No mercy!"
great family.
is brought to it as fast as it is and the case will be tried on Sepcorn
Then these strong, healthy, armed
This is the truth, for it is so eauneeded. It might seem that the heat- tember as, says the Owensboro Inmen fell on the little helpless body tiful .
MAXIM GORKY.
DRILL,
DISC PLOW, WHEAT
ing process which the mass of green quirer.
of the girl and began to break her
The evidence in the case was taken
matter must undergo woul dspoil it.
SULKY BREAKING PLOW,
but it does not, and the cattie like in Louisville last spring. hut it was
MOWER
NEW
DISC HARROW'.
it as much as human beings do fresh decided to postpone the ti-al hearing
until after the rate bill s':ould take
vegetables in mid-winter.
AND RAKE OR NEW WAGON. ...
The land on which this phenomenal effect in order that the interstate
in
be
mi,:ht
commission
commerce
crop was grown is the rich soil of the
north meadows, fertilized with ordi- possession of the full po‘‘ ens to act
We Have Them in AU Styles. If interested in the IMPLEMENT
nary barnyard' manure, no chemicals and to enforce its decis ons. The
LINE Come To See Us 114dOra You Buy.
The Ohio river is not only one of length of the river. When these being used to hasten its growth. It measure took effect two 6: three days
ago.
thithe world's greatest waterways, but .needed improvements are an accom- was evidently well cultivated and
New Facts to Be C;vert.
is undoubtedly one of the most beau- plished fact the commerce of the field is free from weeds. It is a
n
Another important feaoe
brought
tiful, presenting to those who travel Ohio will reach such vast importance mighty fine sight for any farmer, for
upon its broad waters an ever-chang- that one dares not prophesy its fu- it shows that crops can still be grown about by the rate bill, wh' - h will afing panorama of charming scenery, ture.
in Connecticue by people who pick fect the case, is the requi:ement that
says the Madison (Ind.) Courier. In I The beauty of the river has oft been out the right soil and who are willins all roads file with the co 'mission a
schedule of their tariffs anl switching
all its length of one thousand and fif- :told in song and story. Every mile to take the pains.
ty -miles there is not a section of the of its banks has seen history enacted
Out in Farmington also corn is charges. They are also required to
Ohio that surpasses or even equals in thereon and all its- course is alive with growing in a way to astonish the na- file a schedule showing the cost of opSOLE AGENTS
scenic beauty or historic associations points of interest to the traveler; con- tives. Deacon 'Henry W: Bethnal. eration. These are most important
the portion between Cincinnati, O., sequently only from the deck of a has a lot of two and one-fourth acres facts taken in connection with the
Corner Second and Wash:ngton Sts.
and Louiville, Ky.
isteamer can the charms of the Ohio which he planted in Eureka corn, one case of the state versus the railroads.
grain in a hill and about eighteen and the commerce commission will 4-teeereeteo+4-teee-+++++-1-eriet-e-1-1-4-e=azatussuzgasialglIllalkallanliatlanallillua
To those who love "Our Country," be seer and fully appreciated.
who travel to know more of its greatBetween Cincinnati and Louisville inches apart, that reminds one of the thus be in possession of information
ness and view its grandeur, this trip the Ohio slows in every direction, canebrakes of the south. At a dis- which will have a decided bearing up- 41M1111111!
saddle and a
will meet their fullest expectations winding in and out among the hills, tance the field looks as level as a table en the decision.
;ng in spurts. The monotony of the and with an electric
Chairman C. C. McChord of the dullest day of the season was relieved jockey that can reach half way around
slut remain an ever-pleasant memory. teemingly putting forth an effort to and almost every stalk will measure
The Ohio river is the second largest lose itself.
over seventeen feet. Most of the commission will go to Washington te by the entrance of a scion of an old the course with his neck." ,
The office boy stealthily moved toriver in the United States. From its
Those who avoid the water, fearing stalks have two ears_ of corn which a attend the hearing, and' Attorneys Knickerbocker family, who carried a
the door. The margin clerk was.
ward
He
Bennett
H.
William
Lindbills.
Young
and
to
of
source at Pittsburg, Pa., to where it sickness, need not dispense with a man would'have to use a stepladder
haysterious look and a roll
called to the telephone booth
suddenly
flows into the Mississippi at Cairo, trip on this beautiful river, as the reach if he was going to pull them sey will speak for the state. Many called the manager into a secluded
looking for pool room numbegan
and
to
inlawyers,
well
known
corporation
agitatedly
green
call
"roasting
is- a distance of loos miles. The Ohio flows peacefully rmoundisturbed for
ears," as they
corner and whispered
telegraph operator casually
The
bers.
river varies in width from a few hun- by the elements. Western rivers are corn down south. This silo corn IS cluding pr,sbably Henry L. Stone, will him.
man on the other end of
the
asked
bets
be
other
the
on
side.
any
place
corn
the
like
just
looks
and
to
white,
feet
dred
one mile—its widest part entirely free from rolling waves en"No, no, we can't
terminated in Wall
which
wire,
his
Owensboro Started Case.
grown through the south from which
being at what is known as the Falls countered in lake and ocean travel.
on the races; We have troubles enough
of any one who was.
knew
he
if
sheet,
tom'.
grew
The
out
mancase
the
of
the
of the Ohio, at Louisville, Ky.
said
is
pone
corn
made.
famous
the
market,"
Of all ways, the Ohio is "The Wa•
in the stock
that afternoon. No,
Brighton
railroads
to
going
plaints
brought
against the
Mir. Barbour has grown corn on
From its source to its miouth the ter -Wy."
ager,
get a bet down
could'
be
but
didn't,
he
absolute
an
Ohio flows through majestic, wooded
is
this
this same lot every year for twenty- by shippers in Owensboro. The case
you
tell
"But I
good thine'._
the
"What-4awas
right.
railroad
all
heard
the
by
on
Kentucky
hills and green, fertileOhill-backed valsix years and uses only barnyard maBIG BRIDGE If; IN DANGER.
cinch and you can make a fortune
Just then the manager and the
leys. A peculiar feature, and one that
nure. He says it would- grow still bet- commission, and the evidence pro- it," insisted the scion. The office boy
causes no little wonder, is'thatwhile New York Structure Costing $ea,000,- ter with commercial fertilizers. He dirced showed alleged discrimination pricked up his ears. The margin clerk young man with the tip got into teleeach side has its hills arid its valleys.
formerly planted two lots .to fill his against the state in favor of other sec- almost fell off his chair in trying to phone communication with the manoo Out of Plumb.
the hills on one 'side of the river are
silo, fit since he discovered the high- tions. After requiring discrimination catch the conversation. The telegraph ager's down-town friend who could
always opposite the valley's on the
NewYork, Sept_ 5.—The fact be- growing variety the two and one-quar- in intra-state traffic to cease and or- operator held his hand over the click- place a bet at Brighton.
dering rates to be lowered, the coin- ing instrument to shut off the sound
other shore.
came known tonight that the Wil- ter acre lnt does the work.
nission at once filed, complaints with and. stretched his ears to the limit
Stealing Into Society.
The banks are lined with thriving liamsburg bridge, towers, steel span
Kentucky Wants Dr. Hale.
(Brooklyn Eagle.)
Jackson, Tenn., Sept. 5.—Dr. P. T. the United States interstate commerce waiting for the "absolute cinch."
twentieth century cities, astir with and all, had tilted and slid alarminggreat industries, quaint old towns and ly from the Manhattan toward the Hale, president of the S. W. B. uni- commission, before which evidence
Them the manager happened to reThe government clerk in Washing
sleeping villages of a seemingly by- Brooklyn side of the East river. The versity, has been offered the position was taken.
call the name of a friend down town
The case involves many roads, but who would place a bet at Brighton. ton who has been arrested for forggone age, timbered land and product- massive steel towers are estimated to of corresponding secretary of the Bapive farms.
be a foot out of plumb and the road- tist Education society of Kentucky. principally the Illinois 'Central and Yes, he guessed he would hazard a ry and who says that she needed
Upon its. waters the commerce of way structure has parted from the. The position is a 1/15ative one, and the Louisville an'd' NasWille, and the five on the tip of the season, al- money to keep her place in society,
an empire is transported. Steanlers Manhattan anchorage three inches. the Kentucky Baptist are making s result of the decision will be sweep- though he was not a betting man him- as she was earning only $.6o a year, is
with their loads of passengers and The city engineers are trying to in- strong pull to. secure Dr. Hale. It ing.
self. "What is it?" he asked the fflicted with a low but common notion as to what makes society. The
freight ply between its ports and great I vent some scheme to swing the un- is not believed here, however, that he
scion.
SOLON'S
SON
A
TIPS
coal fleets are continuously passing wieldy giant back to its proper place. willi give up his position as the head
"S-h-h," was the reply as the Knick- society which it is necessary to steal
WALL STREET BROKER erbocker cast his eyes about in search into is not worth cultivating. The
down the full length of its course.
It was admitted, by the acting bridge of a big and growing institution like
its
The United States government,!commissioner that it would not be ad- the S. W. It U., for which he has done
of a possible listening villain, and society that does not repudiate
awakened to the importance of this visable to run subway or elevated cars so much for the past two years. • He "Silver" Only Was Strung—Lateness then, approaching 'the manager, whis- members when they have been exexof Hour Saves Broker Stlio.
great commercial waterway, has be- over the structure while it is in its has raised in that time subscriptions
pered hoarsely: "Freckman in the posed as cheats or forgers is an
whethrein the construction of a series of present condition. The bridge cost of over $75.o, mostly in small sums
first at Brighton today. He'll be a cellent society to stay out of,
ft. was a hot day in the uptown tutIldred to ,one. 491)0 :with .all the er it consists of millionaires or Indams and locks that will, when corn, $22,o0o,000.
. a of less than too. Tennessee Baptists
.
e 1lanfje.dru trus dians.
Dieted. assure a perpetual stage of
, will not consent to his returning ti brokerage district, says the New York gin er t
,
•5.
;.a Press. The stock tickers were-work1 via . l
nine feet of water throtighout the Read the Vey Keener for NetaiKentucky. ,
'
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MIRACULOUS CURE
BY CUTICURA REMEDIES

Fall
Novelties

Are arriving daily
by express

t

Paducah people have long looked to ••
this house for the first and the finest
dress materials of the season. They are
arriving daily and in goodly numbers

Ready-to-Wear Department
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KENTUCKY.
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3. C. Flournoy

Cecil Re

FLOURNOY,A REED
LAWYERS.

THE TALE OF A TALE ro WRITE THE WRONG
COMMISSION
HOUSE FINED.
BY EDITH K. WILLZTIII.

BY SIDNEY ALLNUT.

"Miss Jane is in the garden," said
the maid.
She was quite right. Jane was not
HENRY ARENZ FINED $50 FOR
only in the garden, physically, but was
RUNNING "DISORDERLY
also entirely absorbed in it, mentally.
At all events, it was not until I had
HOUSE."
ventured on my third salutation that
Attorney at Law.
she tona:a-eilled to become conscious
ALDERMAN JOHN FARLEY AND
of my presence.
POLICE COMMISSIONER
Paducah.
"I wonder you are not ashamed of
GILBERT FINED $25.
Room No. 5,
Kentucky
yourself!" she began encouragingly.
Columbia Bldg.
"It sometimes surprises me," I ad.
Judge Reed Sends Negro to Jail for
mitted.
One Hour for Contempt of Court
Jane glared. She has a particular/y
Because Darky Was Tardy.
demoralizing glare.
In the circuit court yesterday a fine
"It is a good thing you are able to
of $50 and costs was assessed against
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
see what cause there is for it," she
Henry Arenz for running the commissaid.
sion house on Broadway near Fourth
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
"Ah!" said I. "Shows there's not so
street. In the indictment it was
Two hours later he stood In his own
4—
charged that he maintaned a "dis- front hall, turning his pockets inside much the matter with me, after all."
"After all what?"
orderly house."
out by the light of the midnight oil,
~Well, of course there have been
ar0 row f'1:1- then he searched the front steps and
7!:e c't:•
tImea"—I grew ref4,:ctive—"lhat Hensidering the advisabilty of refusing to examined the pavements outside, and
taa NORTH FIFTH STREET
ley affair, for instance. It was, perpermit commission houses of this finally patrolled a certain street to a
Both Phones 335
hap, hardly fair to the girl—"
nature to flourish in the future on ac- certain house till a certaia small hour
Jane was upon me at once.
of
the
morning,
speculatio
when he returned to
n they
count of the reckless
"What girl?" she demanded.
his abode uttering unholy words.
Office hours 8to to a. m., 1 to 3 bring on.
"Oh, nothing. I beg your pardon.
"What are you looking for!" she deThe breach of the peace charges
P. m. and 7 to 9 P. M.
Thinking
aloud, you know. Bad habit.
manded
entering
on
the drawing room
were continued as against C. H. BarMust break myself of it."
the
next
Morning.
'Harris
Ed.ward
Bud
and
ber, Will and
Jane did not follow my lead. My at"Nothing," he answered, rising hasJ. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER Tucker.
tily from an evident inspection of the tempt to create a diversion was a failana'
,
Tucker
Burnley,
Novy
Dick
WM. MARBLE.
carpet. His face was pale, and his ure.
Clair Anderson were granted contin"I hate men who think they know
searching eye roamed uneasily over the
uances of the charges of disturbing
everything," she observed, sniffing at a
furniture.
public worship.
"I thought you might have dropped marguerite abstractedly, and looking
The judge ordered that tificre---be
something:" she suggested, causually. at nothing in particular.
entered up against Theodore Peters a
I agreed. "So do I. Most objection"Oh, no!" he responded defiantly.
tine of Poo on account of Peters' "Well, what did you think
of it?" able animals."
LAWYERS.
saloon, on Eleventh and Broadway, she inquired.
"It seems to me that the very thing'
being so disorderly it was a nuisance.
"Oh!" he said with a start. "That they think they know are the things
Continuances were given the fol- story of yours? It was
Practice in all the courts of tbe
great—really that anybody who does know could tell
lowing, who are charged with gam- absorbing! I assure you it kept
phones 31.
state.
me them they don't know."
bling: Henry Haden, Henry Wilson. awake until four o'clock this mornI rested my head on my hand for a
Rooms 1, a and 3 Register Build
Sam Story, Frank Stevenson, Sam ing!"
moment or two.
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Brown. John Cross, Alfred Henley,
"And yet it is comparatively short
"Give It up." I said finally.
Sam Henley, George Pool, James You must read very slowly! Do tell
Jane was really quite angry. Het
Neely. J. R. Schaufner, Dick Allen me what you like best about it."
cheeks e ere flushed like wild rose
"Oh, well," he floundered; "I liked petals. She looked so entirely kissable
and Sam Story.
Burnley Jones was given a contin- it all immensely, but‘what appealed to
hed difilculty in restraining myself,
me
especially was that—er—acene but concluded that it would not be
uance of the indictment charging
wth injuring vegetables belonging to where the heroine--er--gets the best in!e.
OFFICE 12o NORTH FIFTH
of it"
Besides we had broken our engage
another.
He felt that he was doing well, but ment the day before.
The
court
left
open
the
warrant
TELEPHON ES:
"What do you mean?" she decharging Bud Parkins wirh permitting at this point she brought him back to
earth.
manded.
Office 313) gambling at his saloon.
Residence 296
"Do you think," she asked him, earn.
"Sorry! Thought it was a riddle,
nest and wide-eyed, "that Gregory you know." I smiled at Jane vacuought to have done it?"
ously.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
"Who?" he asked, staggered for a
Jane stamped her foot. She was
moment ''W hat?" And then recollect. wearing very dainty shoes, I noticed.
LAWYER.
tug himself—' Yes." This stoutly. "I
"No one can call me-unreasoLable,"
think Gregory was perfectly iustified; she began.
ouldn't advise them to," said I.
LIEUTENANT READ COMES TO I don't see how, under the circumstances, he could have done otherwise.
Will practice in all courts of Ke
"But," Jane continued, taking no noRECEIVE RECRUITS.
I am quits oertaha that in his place I tice of my remark, "In this instance I
The Men Enlisted Will Be Sent to
tucky.
should have done just the same thing." consider your conduct outrageous."
"What thing?" she asked, as she
Here she threw out her arms in $
Jefferson Barracks to Be Adpoked the fire with her back turned. manner too grAceful to be believed unministered the Oath.
Then, as he did not answer immediate- less seen, and apparently appealed to
ly, she said gently: "I don't think al\ the visible universe—including two
I.ieutenant Wiliam Read, of the you quite understand
what scene I re- rooks and a tortoise-shell cat—for sup.
main United States recruiting officoat ferred to, but I'll show you in •
mo- Port
Evansville. Ind., will arrive here today ment if you'll just hand me the MS."
"Upon my word, I don't know what
to take into the service the recruits
"The MS.?" be queried, blankly.
mean," I began, when a light
you
procured for him by Ser_seant Blake.
"The MS." she repeated
deter dawned upon me. "Unless you hapwho has charge of the 6ranch office
pened to see the Times yesterday
DR. W. C. EUBANK&
The men will he sent from here to
He took two turns up and down the
morning."
Jefferson barracks, St. Louis, where room, then faced her, crimson and
(Homeopathist.)
I felt nervous.
crestfallen
.
the oath of office will be administered
did see the Times," said JEW
"I'm extremely sorry to tell you,'
to them and then assigned to to duty.
with all the severe dignity of erlifeb
he
said
Broadway
hoarsely,
—Phone
Sergeant
1110
"that your MS. is—
Blake has five men for the
Office 306
she was capable.
lieutenant Only one enlists for ser- (the arctic blue of her eyes froze the
Residence, 819 Broadway.
It occurs to me that It is astonishing
vice in the engineering corps, being truth upon his lips)—is left behind."
how dignified she can look for so entail
Phone 149.
be
finished.
"I hope you don't need It
Whiter Carpenter, of Rinaldo. Ry.
a person.
For the infantry he has Charles Hub- immediately?"
"But you always have the Tel*.
"N—no,"
she
admitted;
"not to-day,
bard, of English, Ind.: Sherley G.
graph,"
I objected feebly.
but
I really must dispatch it t? the
Edward
Raol'aY. of Hampton Ky
"Mr. Timmins, who lives at 'The
publishers
to-mo
rrow."
Robertson. of Newborn. Ky.: .Fred"All right," he said. "I'll call in the Gooreberry Bushes,' was good enough
Architect and Superintendent.
erick W. Rainc, of Fichhorn,
to send me his copy of the Times last
morning!"
, Rains has served three years in the
401 Fraternity Building.
With the MS ?" she asked him. night, thinking I might be interested
Philippine Islands ith the ixteenth
to see your letter. And," said Jane,
smilingly.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone
infantry. Walter Carpenter is. a 5on
"With the Md." he echoed, despair- freezingly, "I was."
of an ex-confederate who was born at
I registered internally a vow to
daftly.
ICENTUCKY.
PAErUCAH,
Fairvew. Ky.. in the same house in
And as he went out of the house he wring Mr. Timmins' neck and bun
w4hich Jefferson Davis was born, the held a brief
ineffecttue conversation "Tha Gooseberry Bushes" at the first
residence being owned, by Luther Car- with the butler,
punctuated with a five- available opportunity.
penter, the grandfather of Walter dollar bill, and then
Jane was CO2Un11113/.
paced the street
Carpenter
for many hours—a prey to thoughts of
"What do you know about 'The Leek
Lieutenant Read arrives this morn- forgery and flight
of the Gaverning Instinct In Women?'
Rooms s and 6 Register Buildings ing on
the steamer John S. Hopkins
it was the next morning and he had What do you know about women, in. 523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, By.
and returns on her immediately for been talking volubly and long on dif- deed' Or about governing, for the
New 'Phone 49o.
Evansville.
ferent subjects when she at length matter of that?"
managed to get in a word.
I was dumb.
SPECIALTIES:
"Well," she asked, "have you got
"What
do you mean by saying that
Base Ball.
Abstracting of Titles,
•
ft?"
all history proves women to be absoInsurance, Corporation and
Pct.
W.. L.
"What?" he answered quickly. The lutely a failure as rulers? What do
Vincennes
Beal Rotate Law.
73 49 -598 Measles? No! Although you seemed
you know about hictory? or about rut.
Cairo
68 57 -544 to think so, judging from the way in
en? or about anything except tennis?
Jacksonville
64 57 .529 which you avoided me at the reception And what about Queen Elizabeth? and
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR Paducah
57 64 -471 last night, and again at the opera aft- Cleopatra? and Mrs. Fawcett? and that
Danville
67 .464 erward. You wouldn't give me so Assyrian woman? and aver so many of
Mlattoon
50 -74 .401 much as a bow."
them?"
"I didn't see you," she told him
Jane paused for lack of breath.
"Where—where was Ir• he interSchedule for Today.
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bani
smiled a rather unsuccessful smile
I
rupted to explain "In the dress cir•
Paducah at Mattoon.
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
began to explain. I am good at
and
cle, on the opposite side, with my
Cairo at Vincennes.
explanations. As a matter of fact, I
Room mg Fraternity Building.
glasses leveled on your box."
'Danville at Jacksonville.
"That was a waste of time," she said was very proud of that letter. It was
New 'Phone ti4.
Old 'Phone 4184.
careful reasoning, and
Impatiently, "and so is this. What le full of close and
Clotlh is now being successfully the use hiding
bad, given me no end of trouble to
the truth any longer1
wrOte. That was why I wanted to put
made from wood.
Strips of fine- Why will you not
acknowledge that
my name to it, thinking Jane would
grained wood are boiled, and crushed you've lost my MS.?"
between rollers and the filaments are
"Because I haven't!" he answered never see it
Office with Dr. Rivers te Rivers, tall spun into threads, from which cloth
But no matter.
doggedly. "No!" (As she stared at
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
After about an hour and a half of
can be woven in the usual way.
film In amazement.) "If that MS. has
Residence 1041 (-lay, tala Phone tfois
disappeared, vanished Irreparably, you careful evasion and prevarication I
+ + +
•* +••
•+••+
succeeded in averting Jane's anger.
are responsible, and you alone!"
_
4 4.
•
She apologized prettily, in the man.
He strode to the door, then wheeling
•
Kentucky Fair Dates.
ner calculated to do the most good.
round, faced her.
"How silly of me not to see that it
"If I forgot your story," he said
+ + + + + +•+ + + +
+++
harshly, "it was because I was think- was just a satire, and not meant seriing only of you. If I was absent-mind- ously at all," she said.
There was an thump.' for refreshKentucky 3tate Pair, toustry.11e-- ed, It was because you were present.
If 1--er--lost that MS., it was because, ments.
I to yo horse power. Best, cheapSeptembe; 17-42.
well! I suppose you know it—I had
"And you believe women can govera.
est and most economical.
Elizalietttc wn, September 4-3 days. already lost my heart
That's all. after all?" she observed again.
Special attention to electric lightGood-by!"
Paris, S.atember 4-5 days.
I hedged a bit. "Some women can."
ing plants.
And he turned Naga. But she woe
It was the most I could bring myelin
Bardstown, September 5-4 der
already at his elbar, and there wag to admit.
MonticeNo, .septenstrer 1t-4 Okra
something in her hand—.a typewritte
"Just wait until we are married,"
n
Glassda
keptember 13-4 days.
Pamicate. Ky.
parcel—a MS.
said Jane, playfully, "and you'll dis"It has been a pretty bad quarter of cover one of them!"
Sebree, September E,--5 days
hour, hasn't it?" she asked him, and
an
I went home thoughtfully.—Black
Women's Weakness.
ifertiord, Seotember 19-4 der.
her eyes were twinkling—"thank to and White.
From a business point of view, deIlterwierson, September 26-4 dwy*.
your stories lid mine. But you're not
clares the Lady's Reahn, there is nothFalmouth, Slepttember 26-4 disrys.
going yet?" (For he was turning to
No Hand-Out
ing so fatal for a woman to possess as
Pembetilee, September 173 dleVe.,•
the door knob.) "It isn't late, and be"De world may owe you a 'lats.."
(.,weleboro, tietister 2-5 days.
"accomplishments." The market :s
sides—"
said Uncle Eben, "but you's gotter do
flooded with ladies of limited incomer
N'hivAeld, eteneber 5--geys.
' Hero she looked up at him, and—an, sumpin' to let de world know dist yen's
limited brains aad a t:emendous onals.
welli—The clock ticked loudly sug the on hand to eolleet lt."—WasIttaglog
'Read the Daily Register for News Ire artekled.—Yalley
tity of'lute."
Weekly.
Star.
_
Rooms to, ii and 12, Colunwia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.

It started on the small sofa in the
alcove beside the reading lamp, and
there were only two people in the
room. One of them stood on the hearth
rug, with his back to the fire, looking
down on the other as she sat, fingering the MS. on her lap.
"Why do you want to read it?" she
asked.
"Because you wrote it," he answered,
with great simplicity.
She frowned. "You ought to say,
It's because my other stories have been
so successful, and I get such nice puffs
in the papers!"
"Those reasons may suffice for the
rest of the world, but they don't for
me!"

a-

ALBEN W. BARKLEY

OR. IL E. HEARNE

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED
M AY 30th, 1906.

Leave
Lc-....ve
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leove
Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Albion
Arrive
Arrive
Arilve
zattrive
Arrive

SOUTH BOUND
Cincinuati
Louisville
Owensboro
Horse Branch
Central City
Nortonville
Evansville
Nashville .
Hopkinsvillo
Pfriceton
Paducah
Paducah
Fallon
Ubbs, Tenn
Rives
Jackson
Memphis
New Orleans

Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Arrve
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive

NORTI? r.1T,77)
cW
Memphis
Jackson, Tenn
Rives
Fulton
Paducah
Paducah
Princeton
Hopkinsv:Ile
Nashville
Evansville
Nortonville
Central City
Horse Branch
Owensboro
Louisville
Cincinnati

No. 103
6:oo p.m.

p.m.

6:3o
t9
;:o0
8 p4
94
-1:i:
%
45
3a
pp
a.:.na
mmin....

12:30 p..111.

7:oo p.m.

1:28 p.m.
8:3o a.m.
8:os a.m.

No,

121

7:3o
9:oo a.m.
11 :05 a.m.

:o8 p.m.
123::3050
1

4:55 P.m6:to p.m.
6:i p.m.

2:27 a.m.
4:15 P.111.
4:20 Om.
6:oo p.m.

34°a.1.
3:45 a.1.
a.m.
i.:..
p.
.m

• 8:3
8::p
7:2
m.

•

•
•

11:10 p.m.
10:35 a.m.

DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS

Hendrick, Mille)
sib Marble

No. tot
8:20 a.m
14:01 p.m.

•

•

.02
AO

104

i••

0:45 a.m.
8:07 a.m
10:15
:ao
II:25
12:39
6:15
9:25
3:45
:28
2:05
3:o6
4:55

a.m,
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m
p.m.
p.m.
p.m,
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
5:35 p.m.
9:15 p.m.

si.is
8:5o p.m.
to:to p.m.
11:58 p.m.
52:35 a.m.
143 a.m.
1:48 a.m,
3:03 a.m.
3:20 a.m.
8:to a.m.
9:45 a.m.
3:51 a.m.
4:30 a.m.
5:18 a.m.
8:oo a.m.
7:50 a.m.

No. zee
•

6:oo a.m.
7:40
7:50 a.m.
9:29 ans.

10:35
11:30
12:55
'4:55
4:55

a.m.
aaxa
p.m.
P.m.
p.m.

12:00 120011

Roth

H.T. Rivers,M. D.

Go to Front
For Country.

C. MANNING SEARS, M. 0,
Offla 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.

0.D.Schmidt

•

ST. LOUIS DIVISION

Leave
A.F;ive
Arrive
Arrive

NORTH BOUND
Paducah
Carbondale
Chicago
St. Louis

No.
12:40
4:25
6:.30
8:30

306
p.m.
P.m.
a.m.
p.m.

No, 374
4:20 p.m,
8:40
6:30 a.m.
7:20 a.m.

Leave
bleve
Le•ve
Arrive

SOUTH BOUND
St. Louis
Chicago
Cabondale
Paducah

No.
7:45
2:5o
11:4o
3:35

305
a.m.
a.m
a.m.
P.m

No. 375
9:40 p ma.
6:2o p.m
7:05 a.m.
11:oo a.m.

••

0

•

CAIRO-NASHVILLE LANE,
Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
itrrVe
Arrive

NORT
BOUND
Nashville
l-bapkinsvillo
Princeton
Padocah
Paducah
Cairo
St Logns
Chicago

101-801
g:to a.m.
11:20 a.m.
5:35 P.m.,
4:15 P.m.
6:15 p.m.
7:45 P.1111.
7:10 a.m.
6:30 a.m.

Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Lams
A.rrive
Arrive
Arrive

SOURti BOUND
Chicago
StLisalli
Cairo
Pachicalt
Paducah
Princeton
Hopkinsville
hisstrvilk

122-822
6:2o p.m.
9:4e p.m.
6:oo a.m.
7:43 cm.
7:30 a.m.
9:a9

135-835
6:40 a.m.
746 a.m,
9:33 a.m.
9:3o 2.1n,
11 :10 a.m.
4:30 p.m.
9:70 Pm.
136-836
9:40 a.m.
1'50 p.m.
5'51 P.m,
7:40 p.m.
3:ro
4:4S Pm.
6:10 p.m.
9 23 P.m.
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Trains marked (*) run daily
encept Sunday. All other
trains run
daily. Trains 103 and 104
eija-y through sleepers betweee
Memphis and New OrleansA
Cincinnati.
Mins tor and logi sleepers
between Louisville, Memphis and New
Orleans. Trains Rom and 822
sleepers between
Padacah and St. Louis. Train Eicn
connects at East Cairo with
Chicago
Weeper. For further
information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket
Office, Padnash, Ky.
R. T. PRATHER, Ticket At,
Union Depot, Pedoesh, Ky.
W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo
tisvflle, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P
Memphis, lbeno9. G. HATCH, G. P. A.,
Climigai,
Va. It 13111LL. a P. Pc. SR awls
"I-

E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law

LAWYER.S

Dr. B. T.Hall
Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes

HARRY E. WALLACE,

Dr. Sidney Saila
DENTIST.

Certificates.

Mottos and Glanders
Framed right up to dile is five miss.
um* time at the

Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broachvay.

Pictures, Diplornri,
Watet and 00

PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
-

RetwilIwWW

Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH!
As we are in the midst of hot weather and sleeping is a torture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Come one come all .and hear his musc at 6o6 S. 4th.
1st., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and the Zonophone talking machines
from Su) to $moo put within the reach of the poor es well as the
wealthy. Rematmber that these machines are the

Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are 8in.45c, re in. 60c. sea in.
$1.00.
We have high Clia MI operatic records from 'taxi, $2.00. boo,
$4.00, $5.00. All the later leading opera singers from Addalena
Patti, Mracella Sasembrich. Car auso arid Somata and Gasors and
a great many oellsr celebrated en this of this kind.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so you can sin that It is parfait . We
don't sell second hand machines wr risiords.. Every machine is
pllaranteed and every reoard is p elect a d new. We don't give
discounts nor CUTS in PRICER. We
carry a full stock ot
needele and we will repair yens b token anallisies at Ilberal prices.
We will take tilleasare in explain ing the caschaniam of your Zonophone.. I here 500 new and late at music from
ragtime to the
most celebrated operas, and fro m the greatest bands both America and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will be
from 7 p. rn. to TO p. m.. No p iecea played twice and we
75 to moo pieces every nig ht. Remember that you can ployfrm buy
the Victor machine, it is no trou ble but a pleasure. We will take
ideascure in showing you about e Ithor the Victor or Zonophone
machines, also care of records.
I remain your talking machiss mend

DON GILBERTO,
THIt TALKING MACHINE M AN OF Paducah anct don't ye*
forget It. 64 S. Oh. it Padoe elk Ky.
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REGISTER NEWSPAPER C.P.
(Incorierataed.)
At Register Building, 523 Broadway
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
Treasurer
JOHN WILHELM,
Secretary
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ROBERT S.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
We are

For City Judge.
authorized to announce
D. A. CROSS

as a candidate for the office of City
Judge of Paducah; subject to the action of the Democratic Primary Election to be held Thursday, September
fro.
We are

authorized

to

announce

diP11/1111•••••••••••—••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• %••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

cost $85,000 and the Illinois Central
has sent Mayor Barth its check for
$58,000 as the amount it will pay on
the project. The subway will not be
used. by the Illinois Central, but it
be relieved of the danger of persons
and vehicles passing over its tracks.
The subway will be used for street
traffic and an electric line has offer...A
$5,000 for a franchise along that street,
but when it is sold, the city expects to
obtain a much larger price for the
grant. A ,few weeks ago Louisville
sold an electric lighting franchise for
over $ioo.000, which will give the consumers of that city competition.
The metropolis of the state is to be
congratulated over awakening to the
fact that public grants or favors to
public corporations are among a city's
most valuable assets. Paducah as a
growing city would do well to follow
in the footsteps of I.ouisville in this
particular at least.
A Louisville n agistrate refused to
honor a pardon issued by Governor
Beckham on Labor Day, because it
wa a legal holiday. The fact that
any act is performed on a legal holiday does not invalidate the act. The
law establishing the day as a holiday
does not prohibit the transaction of
busine,s, but merely designates a day
to be observed as a holidiy. All acts
except those on Sundays are legal and
binding.
It now develops that the bank examiners as far back riste"..‘x years aft )
warned the directors of the Philadelphia wrecked concern and criticised
the methods of the bank. It is also
asserted that some of the examiners
never had a day's experience in the
banking business and some of them
even did not know the debit side
from the credit side. All of which
goes to show that radical reforms in
hank examinations are badly needed.

.
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ese Smiling, Whining. Preaching Social-Lordidg Bank Presidents 99

CASHIER
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Chicago, Sept. 5.—F. G. Bigelow, sooial-lording-it bank pre:ident,s not
former president of the First Nation- only killed outright several persons,
al bank of Milwaukee, is in the Leav- but they did worse. They condemned
enworth penitentiary serving a ten- age to penury, weakness to starvation
year sentence.
and ambition to despair.
•
Several men and women Who were
They gave the honest savings of the
depositors in the bank he wrecked fathers of helpless children to the
and who lost their savings are dead wine merchants and the widows' mite
from grief and poverty.
to the habitues of gilde dvice.
One man fell dead when he heard
They not only killedmen and-wbof the failure.
men outright, but they have made it
Newton C. yougherty, former presi- harder for the poor to be saving, by
dent of the Peoria National bank, iS taking away their trust.
serving a sentence in the Joliet pen)
They sealed the prayer of faith uptentiary.
on confiding lips and planted in thsi
One Woman Went Insane.
hearts of those who had been open
As a result of his bank-wrecking and trustful the seeds of bittente:-s
schemes a young woman of zo is in- and suspicion.
sane and several careful and indusBetter kill the victim outright than
trious people have died of despond- to kill his belief in Tan.
ency.
Speaking of the Stensland bars.k
Nelson Burnham, a stockholder in failure,
J. D. Forgan said that there
the bank, was killed by news of the is no surety to the depositor except
failure.
the honesty of the officers of the
Paul 0. Stensland, president of tht bank.
Milwaukee Avenue State bank, is a
Mr. Forgan is vice president of the
.•
fugitive from justice.
First National bank of Chicago.
Depositors in the bank, the majorHe must know what he is talking
ity of them poor 'toilers, have lost
about.
their savings and must face a pitiless
Case Not Overstated.
future.
The easy way in which Bigelow,
Depositor Drops Dead.
Dougherty and S!ensland stole the
One man dropped dead upon learnfunds of their depositors, getting miling that the bank had failed.
lions from under the eyes of the
These three men were held in high
without
shrewd bank. examiners
esteem by thei rneighbors and the arousing suspicion, is proof that Mr.
communities where they lived looked
Forgan has not overstated the case.
upon them as models to be held up to
. But how are the busy people who
their children.
have to earn $12 in order to save a
Bigelow was ex-presidient of the
quarter, bow are they going to know
American Bankers' association and
whether the president of the bank
had always an aphorism ready to
where they have their savings is an
point the way to happiness.
honest man?
Dougherty was superintendent of
If he is honest, they get their monthe Peoria public schools, a prominent
hack; if he is not honest, they
ey
chara
patron of
church worker and
don't, says Mr. Forgan.
ity.
How is the depositor to find out it
Stensland was a lover of fine arts,
is honest? lie lives in a fine
he
an expoundei of civ c virtues, a patHe wears good clothes. 'His
house.
liba
a
ron of music, churchman and
children are being educated. His sereral giver to charity.
Are these men who preached right- vants are his attitude of resgectabtlan air of gentility about
eousness and practiced iniquity less ity. There is
family
that establishes conwhole
the
who
brute
the
than
guilty of murder
fidence.
sends a bullet through the heart of a
Had one, two weeks ago, out in Milman that he may gain a few dollars?
waukee avenue, inquired for a repreMagnitude of Crime.
Is it less a crime to rob a whole sentative of courtesy, of cbarity, of
neighborhood than to rob a single anything else, either religi, us, civic
or financial, he would have been dihousehold?
Why should Dougherty and Bige- rected to Pad 0. tSensland.
"He is the president of the Millow and Stensland escape tte gallows
'and the car-barn bandits go to the waukee Avenue State bank," would
have been the answer to every quesgallows?
These smiling, whining, preaching, tion of a personal nature.
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BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highc:Aft Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is I "Leader" for the dealer.
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D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY
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Have You I
Started?

ED H. PURYEAR
as a candidate for the office of City
Jadge of Paducah; subject to the au
ton of the Ddittocratic Primary Elec- PERSONALS
tion to be held Thuasday, September
'
Wsxv-at.
ea
Mises Flossie Craig WI I return this
week from spending the summer at
Thursday Morning Sept. 6, 5906 Evansville and Booneville, Ind. Her
aunt, Miss Helen Stone remains for
a longer stay, account the illness of
Man.
Better
No
her father ot Booneville, where she is
The Calloway Timer, published al attending his bedside:
Murray, Ky., has the folow ng to say
Earl Foreman returned Sunday
from Dawson, where he has been for
about Hon. John K. Hendrick:
his health, which is considerably imIn this issue of the Times ap proved.
pears the announcement of Hon.
George Powpll and family have reJohn K. Hendrick, of Paducah, for turned from setending 'the summer up
the office of attorney general.
north and are at Hotel Craig.
"John Hendrick needs no introductton to the people of Kentucky
Mr. Gmarles Thompson, of the
especially this part of the state. No Racket Store, has retur ted from New
better man could have offered for the York, where he bought a large winter
pos tion, and his election to the place stock.
Mir. Thames 'Hall is in New York,
would reflect credit upon the entire
.
5
retunrs next week. He shortly
but
is
office
This
very
a
important
state.
111MIND
having
reside,
and no man could fill it better to leaves for Kansas to
the satisfacfon of the people than accepted a postition with a big firm
The. res-dlown, tired ieeling is the I
John K. Hendrick; and Kedtticky out there.
St.
of
Crumbatigh,
George
Mk.
reeds just sue.) men to ll het offices
flaw sympilist of MALARIA, sake
AND
1•.. declares that he is 11.xt the Louis, has returned home, afteLpaYing a short visit to his wife, wile is
in any trouble.
was
andidate of any faction, but enters
hg
saw
5,-4
Morocco,
Sept.
Tangier,
here the guest of Me, George CrumIt is stated that in Ame-ica he was
the race 'Von his own individual
the distinguished American financier,
baugh. Sr. of Norrh Seventh.
who gave his name as Paul Olson, ar- a gallant man with the latl.es, and he
merits and fitness for the dut es of the
rested by a distinguished American might have become the scree here but
office. He has many friends threaghRETURNS TO LIVE
DIEIMICT LANE To
advocate. A few 'minutes after his for the unfortunate appear.. ice of Adsuit the state who regard him a one
of the biggest and best men of the Mr. Lee Nance Will Enter Undertak% arrest Olson, who is Banker Sten.- vocate Olson.
If Banker Stensland ha, to go ta
land, said: "I am guilty all right.
commonwealth, and will take a pride
big Business With Father.
the Tangier prison he will find u a
will go back without ertraditione
in giving him the'r soitil support. In
A few Americans and the British most uncomfortable builcEng.
the Gibraltar district, where DemoMr. Lee Mince is expected in the
The prison in Tangier i- said to be
the Frenchmen of Tangier will be
and
Ms
Denver.
crats do abonad his vote will be city today or tomorrow from
'Me specific for all malaria
sedate look- the most horrible in the world.
the
that
find
to
surprised
Col., where he lhas been residing for
rolid."
No food is furnished the prisoners weed oaken. , Win care you.
stranger is a thief.
the past few years. He has been con- ing
cafes this and what they eat is giv:n them by
the
in
here
stated
is
It
nected in a responsible capacity with
Dog Eat Dog.
afternoon that be stole five million sympathetic friends or 11 the public
Abe to Ashe viDa. fie nd erscavils.
New so Ceuta Per Dem,
According to a Cliticago newspaper the mammoth street car system of francs.
that pities. It is said E. re that noBrevani,
Laito Iffixeway, Hot Speinge
come here
resigned
to
that
bat
city,
Those who had seen the stranger body who ever went int.. the prison
the two Chicago bank wreckers are and enter business with his father,
as d away other opeorte in the "Land
dancing
was known to come out :live.
having it out with each other at long Undertaker Guy! Nance, of South around the cafes and in the
of the Sty" and beautiful "Sapphire"
If the United States i.Tovernment
halls and in the market place were
Windy
the
street.
Third
in
is
at
jail
One
country of Wester* North Carolina.
range.
colossal
Stensa
snakes an effort to get
nker
surprised that he was
offering • high altitude, bracing
City and one has been furnit'hed
looked like a land extradited there
.1 be little
thief.
He
American
—The aldermen meet this evening
climate, pieturesquo soosaaain soesery,
trouble.
prison accommodations at Morocco.
retired Scandinavian merchant.
at the city hall.
and splendid hotels.
was
he
reat
where
of
The
*g
places
sultan
bas
Moroce
public
the
In
stripe,
same
the
of
Both seem to be
—The Retail Merchants' assoc iation
ti
indifferent.
American
and
and
the
for
stolid
nation
respect
Send two cent stamp for "Land of
and if one-tenth of what each says of held its monthly meeting last night, seen he was
DAU$ ST0111.
is only when he saw beautiful danc- all the countries along au south MedSky" booklet and other No& •
the
to
be
nnusual
nothing
the
interest
of
but
to
ought
both
true
is
the other
ers that he showed himself to be a iterranean have the same respect, for
somely
public
transpired.
illustrated literature.
agy
Phalle
St.
Jacinto's%
ad
Seventh
than
stripes.
wearing rhe
the Americans, be it remembered',
and blood rather
—The workmen finished laying the man of flesh
at
up
of
lead.
broke
Pracy
the
of
beginning
heart
says:
Stensland
a
having
President*
J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Afoot,.
concrete pavement all the way from
Shortly after his arrest Banker the last century and the ruler from
Hering made me his tool and I be- Fourth to
Lexington, Ky.
on the north side of
Stensland announced that he might re- the Straits of Alexandria from that
came his abject slave.
Kentucky avenue yesterday.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist Raw.
his first promise to go back t:me have met every request the
Hering forged the notes.
—Yesterday at noon the street car consider
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
America and Mr. Olson, the dis- American
Hering 'wed the money to gamble workmen c mmenced
to
have
made.
on
excavating
advocate, was worried.
from
tinguished
Many
years
and to pay for fast living,
a
ago
fugitive
Sixth between Broadway and JefferS. B. ALLEN, Asst. GenL Ram.
There is no extradition law between America was arrested here and was
Hering kept the secret ledger after son preparatory to tearing up the old
Agent, St. Louis, Mo.
and
Morocco
majesty the sultan of
taken away by order of the sultan.
he told me it had been stopped.
311 Broadway.
tracks and putting down new, as the his
If your foreign office asks that
Hering had me completely at his public street improvement goes along. his excellency the president of the
States.
mercy.
Stensland be sent back to America
POOMR ?we.
—Miss Eleanor Trezevant is con- United.
Banker Stensland arrived at Tan- he will he held until a representative
Hering got the benefit of the $7o,- fined with illness in ber private ward
gier as Mr. Olson August 1, and for of yotir government takes him in
000 stolen by Frantzen.
at Riverside hospital,
days he was ill at the Grand charge. If he should embark on the
Hering put his hand in the vaults
—City Solicitor James Campbell, several
he got better and was steamer: passing through the straits
Then
hotel.
and stole all the money he wanted.
Jr.. is confiend at borne wtih a cona familiar figure in' the market,-the a/ Giraltar he should arrive in New
Hering concocted all of the schemes gestive chill.
Then he went York in ten days from the departure.
to rob the bank.
—Rev. I- N. Varble is conducting cafes and the theaters.
I hear that advocate Olson hopes to
Hering got me to take my first false nightly preaching this week at the to Spain and remained a little While
be back in America with the prisoner
and came back.
step.
1.1lieeltanitsburg Christian church.
by September ts.
'Cashier Hering says-.
Made Few Friends at Tangier.
—Mrs. Edward Clark is ill with,
'During his sojourn here the banker
There is trouble about the money
Stensland was robbing the bank typhoid fever at their home on South
He became famil- which Banker Stensland dlepositech
friends.
few
nude
years before I was its cashier.
Fonrrh street.
Stensland was born a thief and I
iar with the proprietor of the hotel That money will not be paid back to
stole.
first
have no 'idea when he
be a banker in Tangier will go him. it trill be held here until the
would
Examinations Held.
Stensland got all of the money. I
a French banking house. He American government says to whom
with
ness
never bought a fine house, made real
6o,000 francs and it was it shall be paid.
deposited
Yesterday there,,,WRA started the
estate deals or owned a co-operative
he might open 2 bank in this
stated
examinations betd at the Washington
NEWstore.
THE -PHONETIC FAMILY.
place.
Stensland, in his own handwriting, building of those scholars who were
Mt Gaurant was much excited when
admitted stealing $t,00t,000; how does prevented from being examined when he foam" that the man he hoped Short-cut paths to knowledge
'Fill his soul with gleef
he now claim he is ignorant of mnre school closed last June. Yesterday would e a 'hanker in Tangier will go
OLD• morning aboyt twelve were examinel
than $5oonoo of thefts?
back to America and probably end his Baby's in the school room
.n
while
the
in
aftermathematics.
led'Writing k-a-t.
.Stensland concocted the secret
days in prison.
ger himself, aided by an audit com- noon about eight were examined in
Advocate Olson was surprised at
'anguage. Today history and geogra- the change in the appearance of the Close to Idespetation.
pany.
Stensland appointed me cashier after phy wil he subjects for examina- banker. In America it is said he had
Anguish in her look,
Frantzen stole the money from the tibn. This completes the work that a great heard. 'Here he had nothing Mlother's in the kitchen
is being conducted by Professor on his face but a struggling, stubby
'Writing for a kirk.
bank. Did he appoint a thief?
Stensland is a yellow cur. If he is Payne, who is assisted by other moustache.
him- Smiles upon her visage,
innocent why did he run like a dog?
principals- on Finishing today they
He made no effort to conceal
While the phrases flow,
Stensland harbored Di Miatrio after grade the papers to sec if the children self, and the only Thing that dre.w
We handle all the finest and dainthe boasted 'of_ being a forger.
make a percene(ge sufficiently high attention to him vets that his dress' Sister's in the parlor
•
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eat articles wide tin utmost cars,
tourist.
Louisville is to build a subway un- grade.
Stensto
and
Father
directed
the
make repair, that are absolutely
finds
system
No suspicion was
der the net work of tracks of the Illiapthe
have
Nothing
very
new;
not
did
'he
,because
Ringarons readily leap from sixty land
nois Central on Oak 'street from
i)satinwtory.
embezzler. He He is in the office
Aft.
Tirteenth to Fifteenth streets In feet to seventy feet. The greatest pearance (If' a bank
hide
Writing
0
apparently
I
U.
effort
not
t •
etrder that street traffic may go Under recor'ded leap of a horse is thirty-oev, made
.—New York Soil
11.143r and his heavy face gave no sign the
;f4.
the tracks. Tbe improvetnent it to en feet: •
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CASHIER OUT; $aw

STOLEN

Clever Robbery Committed in °Mee
of Metropolitan Fuel Company.
Chicago, Sept. 5.-Wb le the cash.
jet. of the Metropotitatt-Fl company
'was at lunch yesterday the vault of
the offices in the Old Colony building
was robbed oi $.too and valuable
papers. It was a daring robbery and
the work of a clever "sneak" thief.
Cashier C. West 'eft the office a
noon. His moverTOts were evidently
watched by the robber. A salesman
svas left 'n charge while West was
out and he knew nothings of the robbery until the cashier returned. The
sault door was found open and the
cash box lying on the door empty
Detectives are seeking thv robber.

lass and

To Protect
Couple Wed
WIFE NOW
Prisoners.
at Church.
ARRESTED TO.

OF
WICKMISS HUMMEL AND GEORGE FROM INMATES
LIFFE JAIL MAN WAS TAKEN
BAKER UNITED IN MARTO CLINTON.
RIAGE.
MRS. ALLMAN AND ROGERS
CHARGED WITH IMMORIce Cream Socials (liven By Two The Prisoner, Walton, Is Accused oi
ALITY.
Murder, and Others Accused of
Church Bodies This Evening•
Same Crime Were in Jail.
Entertained.
Kidd
Mrs.
The variety shown by us afford the widest range for
John Humphrey .and Sam Howell
$0111441111611111/1
Charged With Abusing Their
our prices are very low indeed. Be sure to see the
pretty
eaventegelsIell
111
a
evening
last
o'clock
8
At
Wives-Another Warrant for
are offering this season in silverware.
wedding occurred, when there was TO PROTECT PRISONER
Mack.
Sher If Hall of Ballard county
performedq'the ceremony uniting Miss
brought
a man named Waldon here
As a result of George Allman, of Sophia Maj; Hummel and Mr. George
last night and turned him over to
Lutheran
German
the
at
A.
Backer
Roger.
Albert
North Eighth, catching
in bed asleep with Mrs. Allman, the ; church, on South Fourth street. Rev. jailor Jackson for safe keeping. It is
not a case of protecting the prisoner
whole family is now in trouble, as'A. C. Ilten officiated'.
-11 tze'
from
a mob but to protect him
and
Mr.
attendants
were
The
only
yesterday warrants were issued' charging Rogers and, Mrs. Allman with im- Mlrs. Otto E. Gross, of St. Louis, the against other prisoners in the Wickmorality. MI's. Allman was arrested latter a sister of the bride. The liffe Jail who stand accused of the
Alleged Wife Abusers.
ti-'hers were John Backer, A. C. same crime says the Clinton Gazette.
Mitchell, Wm. Rottgering and Gus
On Saturday. Aug. 4. at OgeleifF
John liumphrey.,-the carpenter, wa:
present
Many
Weiman.
were
friends
landing
in Ballard county, a man
0:
charge
night
on the
locked up last
witnessing the charming event.
was kill, d in- a- fftect4- unprovoked and
cursing and abusing- Ms wife. Stella
I The couple will maket trheirthh timeome in cowardly way, and there seemed no
Humphreys, at their home on South
LADY!).,6
i 1 etrti gS,ofauwthai t'
N
Ninth
i nig
n
doubt about the fact that two brothNinth street.
completion rof ttheTniiew ers named M ler were the murderers,
gave
and
arrested
Howell
was
Sam
ome or them
hat
ey but they seem to -have that section
LADY
bond 1;:st night, the warrant charging
are both popular and sterling young terrorized and
Phones No. 110.
him with threatening to kill his wife
203. 205 it.. L
little could be gained
_
at their home on Bpadway near MRS. J. P. BIANNOCX PASSED people of many friends, the bride from eye-witnesses of the tragedy.
being the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ninth street. His wife is Roth HowAWAY AT LEXINGTON,
Fred Hummel, of Hlarrison near Fifth The Millers laid the crime on trii
ell. while the husband drives a wagon
man Waldon and all three were ar,
TENN.
street.
for the local agency of the Frank
reFted withn the past few days. It
Fehr brewery.
Remains Will Be Taken This After- + + + + + + +
was not thought advisable to place
noon to Murray for Interment,
them
all in one jail especially as it
BLOOD POISON FROM KISS
King
Being Her Former Home.
dangerous
was
for Wa'don to be in▪ + + + + + + + +
Yesterday Joe King, collared, was
carcerated with the Millers, and so
arrested over at,._ lkookport and
Dr. J. Robert Coleman yesterday
he was brought here.
brought here by OKter Matlock, who received a card informing. him that arl's Cheek Affected From Play
Bite by Ardent Wooer.
locked him up. 1116,ingiillgie negro yesterday morning in Lexington,
who several week? dio9rane Isaac Tenn.. Mrs. J. P. Biannock died at
LEAGUE
Bryant. Ga.. Sept. 5.-M ss Nan ANTI-SALOON
WE
EXTEND
Edwards. colored. with.* shotgun, the their home in that city, and would "ue
TO
OUR
GAIN
ARKANSAS.
IN
Bryant,
a pretty girl of Graniteville,
amputation
of
wound necessitating
Murray,
home
in
taken to the former
FRIENDS
THE
SEASON'S
Edwards' leg. King escaped and has Ky., today for interment. Several S. C., is dying at a hospital here in
Democrats
GovElect
Little
for
GREETING,
sinre been at large. He wrote Maria
consequence
AND
of having been kissed
WITH IT AN
friends from here expect to go down
ernor by Plurality of From
uith undue force by her lover, TheoKing. negress, to come over to
EARNEST
to attend the last obsequies.
INVITATION
TO
Brookport. else be killed. and she told
40000o to 60,000.
Biannock was about 65 years dore Barton. A week ago Miss BryMrs.
CALL TO SEE OUR HANDSOME
the authorities, who went over and of
age and for years resided at Mur- ant and Barton went walkng and
Little Rock, Ark., Sept. 5.-The
got King. lie claims Edwards interLINE OF FALL AND WINTER
ray, being a music teacher in the pub- when she returned her cheek - was
fered with him ''stAsets be. went for a
new liquor license law proved the
lic schools. while her husband-is Prof. bleeding. She sa'n1 that she had
FOREIGN
bncket of beer; and this brought on
AND
DOMESTIC
Biannock, the well known school man scratched.. pimple. Blood poison de- most attractive feature of the state
the shooting.
In
Monday.
election
in
Arkansas
SUITINGS At.D OUR PRICES
who for a long term was principal of veoped and she was brought here for
the Mbrray schools. The deceased is treatment. The girl confessed that most counties the vote on this propoWILL SUIT YOU.
Disorderly Conduct.
The anti
survived by five children, three boys the mound was inflicted by her lover sition was very close.
saloon league dams to have carries'
and two girls. The information as to while he was kissing her.
George Shaber, colored, was arresther son, Rev. "Theodore kissed me" sa d the 56 counties.
from
came
death
her
ed last night by Special Officer Kirk
Congr. John SI. Little, the DemoBiannock.
girl?' and once playfully bit my
at the salon depot on the charge of Norman
ai.nselaber of the cheek. He bit harder than he in- cratic nominee for governor, c'aims
deceased
was
The
being disorderly.
his election by 6o,000 plurality, while
Methodist church. and with her hns- tended and caused the wound."
to I.exroos-ed so-s*
the Republ.can committee declares if
hand
Another Warrant.
e since
ingrrin. Tenn.
%sill not exceed 40.000. Judge John
* most
h
their
made
I. Worthington, his Republican opM'CHSSNICY
Last night Judge Puryear issued
stof
WITHDRAWS FROM THE RACE ponent made a thorough canvas of Ow
another warrant against Tee Mick, estimable woman
friends.
the state and is believed to have
FOR STATIC AUDITOR.
colored, this one charging the &Ay Paducah
polled the entire Strength of his
with resisting officers whets they
The Salary of the Office Will Not party.
started to arrest him at Twelfth and
Justify the Great Campaign ExHarrison afkmday night. Mack has
been fined for being disorderly on the
poise.
TEACHER'S ELECTION.,
A dispatch from Frankfort gives the
car that night. and also for being
intelligence that Eon. H. V. McChes- Pupils
drunk, but now the resisting an offiMay
Select
The
The Russell Lord left for WItote ney. of Livingston county, the present
cer charge is yet to be heard'. as is a
Teacher.
river last night.
secretary of state, has withdrawn from :41irs. Jobs J. Dorian's school will
breach of the peace against him.
The Speed will be pulled on the the race for auditor for the reo ✓pm; work Monday. Sept. loth
ways today for repairs.
LETTER CARRIERS.
that the expense of the campaign will
courees include al' the English
Inspectors Green and St. John yes. be greater than he could afford from
Tehataies, also Latin, French, Shortand
Russell
Lord
the
inspected
terday
an office with no larger salary than hand and Bookkeeping.
Rural Delivery Men Have Effected
Pavonio.
that of auditor. Mt. McChesney will
Organisation.
For information call at corner of
18.o 0.4 fall engage in the practice of law. His
Cairo
Fourth and Adams. Old 'phone 147w
In organizing their state association Chattanooga
.• • •••• 7.7 1.2 fall card reads as follows:
To the Democracy of the state! I
the rural district letter carriers of Cincinnati
14.6 1.2 fall
-Another $1.50 novel for soe.
have decided to withdraw from the
Kentucky
selected
Edmund
L.'Evansville
rise
"Doc Gordon," Mary E. Wilk ne
96 0.2
race for the nomination for audtor in
Francis v cc president, and M. F.
6.7 1.0 fall the coming state primary. Conditions greatest story is now on sale exFlorence
Rice treasurer, both* of this city. Thc
10.3 1.3 11se have arisen since my announcement clusively at our store. Get a copy
president is J. F. Boyd of Boaz, Ky../ Johnsonville
early as the edition is limited.
6.3 0.4 rise which to make the character of camRod secretary J. W. Whittemore of Louisville
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY T...3
D. E. WILSON. at Harbour's Store.
Nether. Thanksgiving day the body Mt. Carmel
2.5 0.1 fall paign necessary to give me a fair
THE
FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
chance to win I would be obliged to
meets at Mayfield to complete the Nashville
9.1 0.3 rise exepend, in a
First Game.
perfectly
legitimate
way
IT
CAN
BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW Ott
organization, wbch looks toward: Pittsburg
Innings
i .! 3 4 5 6 7 8 9-RHE
6.3 0.3 rise more money than t feel I could afford
hstterment of the condition of th:
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW
'4
3.6 0.4 rise to spend in winning an office with no Vincennes .. tool o o 0 0 0-2 7 4
Davis Island Dam
carriers in. many wespects.
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEAS1.1 .•
St. Louis
9-4 0.3 fall lirger salary than the office of auditor Paducah ...a 2 0 o o o 4 1 0-9 9 t
Batteries: Whitley and McClelland;
10.3 0.2 rise carries.
Mt. Vernon
AND AGREEABLE HUES
LIBRARY
TRUSTEES.
10.3 ... stand necessary to give me a fair chance to Miller and Taylor.
:Paducah
IT
IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATfl
l The steamer Clyde got away yes- win I would be obliged to expend, in a
Second Game.
Meeting Was Not Held Tuesday
terday for the Tennessee river. She perfectly legitimate way more money
Innings
5
6
7
I
2
8
3
9-RHE
4
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
count Absence of Members.
'remains up that stream until next than I feel I could afford to spend Vincennes ..o 1 o o O 0 I 01-3 to 3
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE D f
in winning an office with no larger Paducah . 0 2 0 0 O 000 0-2 5 T
I Monday.
The trustees of the Carnegie Ibrary t Tonight late the steamer Kentucky salary than the
office of auditor carFOR ALE KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
Batteries': Perdue and Matteson:
did not hokl their monthly tneet'ng comes out of the Tennessee river and ries.
•
Piatt and Taylor.
Tuesday evening at the building on lays here until 5 o'clock Sattasday
In retiring from the haCe I do not
Ninth and Broadway on account of afternoon before departing on her re- do so in the interest of either of the
Danville Shut Out.
President Bagby being absent it turn.
candidates for the position. They ar•
Danville IT. Sept. 5.-Jacksonville
Cairo Mrs. A. R. Meyers at firm- I This morning at 8 &clock the both my friends, hot% loyal Demoir•gham. Ala.. attend nir the bedside steamer Dick Fowler gets out for crats and both thoroughly competent closed the season here with victory.
RHE
of her sick father and Mrs. Louis Cairo and comes back tonight about to fill the position; may the best man
4 7 1
Rleke detained at home where Mr. TI.
win. The record made by the present Jacksonville
o 3 t
Rieke is confined with illness. All
The John S. Hopkins comes in to- state administration will entitle the Danville
Batteries: Patrick and Lotshavv;
are membe•s of the board nd unless day from Evansville and leaves im- nominees of the primary to win in
tow, and by an increased majority, Guerney and Johnson.
something develops. necessitating a mediately on her return that way.
The Buttorff went to Nashville yes- even over the last state election.
called session, the gathering will gi
Grateful to Kentucky's splendid Deover until the first- Tuesday in (to• terday and comes back from there
Cairo 7; Mattoon 4.
mocracy for honors conferred upon
bar the time for the next registrar ses- next Sunday.
N. theories taught but actual business from the start. Thorough
Mattoon,
Ill., Sept. 5.-Cairo male court.** in
me
in
Dunbar
former
yesterday
The
Reuben
took
campaigns, I pledge my
sion. •
bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmanship, corthe place of the steamer Joe Fowler loyal support of all its platforms and seven scores in the fourth inning on respondence, spelling, commercial, law, banking, arithmetic,
grammar, etc6 h ti and errors.
Cail or write for beautiful new catalog.
Louisville is noul'beginning its fight to run in the Evansville tram until nominees, and especially do I wish to
Cairo
the latter craft is repaired of the
7 8 I
for the control. of ;its streite, for a
broken shaft. The Dunbar comet! bacr assure the candidates before the pres- Mattoon
,4 5 2
ent primary titat when the ticket is
participation in the income from its tomorrow.
Batteries: Hatch, Quiesser; Mc'
franchises, and it cannot toadect it on
The City of Savannah'Is flue up nominated and the fight comes on Carthy, Johnstone.
l'ettrr lines than that laid down by from- St. Louis for the Teiltieseee next year I will be "on the firing,
lbat aggregation of franchise grabbers river this morning.
line." Very truly,
The City of Sabin() will plasi.out of
Australia contains more unexplored
Inown as the Kentucky Traction comH. V. WCHE•SNEY.
the Tennessee river tomorrow bound
territory in proportion to it ssize
pany.
Frankfort,
Ky., Sept. 4, 1906.
back to St. Louis.
than any other continent
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Now is:the time for you to fill your coal house.

B.Michael

Lump 12c, Nut 1 Ic
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of shot gunf including all the high-grade makes such as L. ,C. Smiths -Parker-La Feever etc. We have th: Remington automatic shot vn,

Also BargainS in all

i

Thirteenth and Adams- Streets
-
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Just Received a Big'Lot

Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT. :Agent for Whitehall and
Cement. "KING OF CEMENT."

M Cunningham,

IN THE LEADT

ti the city-money loaned on all valtiables at the 'ow-et intere -A
--all
business strietlY confidential.

Best Kentucky and Illinois coal
a.41.11.1.

306 BROADWAY

kinds of p stols, watches, diamonds, rings and the most omplete line of
musical instruments in the city.
We also have a complete stock 0.
f traveling bags-prices are rightati Broadway. att. .
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New bridge
Transfers
Across Creek.
Being Listed.
COUNTY CLERK MAKING OUT CITY ENG" ,LEER WASHINGTON
REALTY TRANSFERS FOR
liLAS THREE DRAWASSESSOR.
INGS.
Seeiral Deeds Lodged Yesterday for
As Soon as He Hears From Other
Riecortt While Two Licenses to
Bridge Builders He will Decide
Mary Were Issued.
What Plans to Adopt.
*. •
has
County Clerk Hiram Smedley
City Engint er Wasthington has reLi-. deputies at work :naking a copy
buildings
of the real estate transfers made dur- ceived from three bridge
he will
but
bridges,
for
plans
for
concerns
being
list
tit's
inf the past year,
among the
information of the county assessor not make a stection from
hears from several
ile making out his assessments, number until he
he expects word.
horn
w
-from
everyone it hers
N.111(711 Vallle the property of
all the cornfrom
plans
gets
he
When
county
n the city and county, for
lit. \11l: then select front the
panic,
gettmg
..nd state tax purposes.
number that drawing which he thinks
a list of the property sold, the assesor calls for the bt-st and most substanknow against whom he sitar tial structure. These.plans and' speciA11
1:al:e the assessment.
ticatioas will then be used in conProperty Sold.
the nt ,v bridge across Island
structing
Property on Clay street has been creek at Fourtl street.
old by Brack Owen to A. S. Barks" -neves the bridge
The engine(
: the end of the
dale for $.1 and other considerations. will be finish
the deed being filed with the county year, as work of this chatacter can be
clerk yesterday.
carried on out in the open, unless it
with
exchanged
Barnett
'happens to be exceedingly bitter
Amanda
Sarah Bailey, stnne property on Ilays weather. The boards have never yet
fully decided what ,hey intend doing
street for sonic on Ye.ser avenue.
E. D. Thurman transferred to J. P. with the old bridge, but speak very
Segenfelter for $20, property on Main favorably of .putting it across Cross
creek at the end of Broad street, so
street.
of
this latter thoroughfare can be opened
Property on the South side
towards the union depot.
over
sold
was
street
Thirty-first
Clark near
Washington believes he will
Mr.
by Thomas W. Allen to F. N. Gardbalance of the plans within
the
have
ner for $39o.
two, at which time the
or
week
a
Licensed to Marry.
will
then be let.
-nitract
Iowa
of
Oscar Vardaman, aged 37
and Mary E. Ste&e. aged 35 of this
r,ty. were granted a license to marry.
A colored couple getting a license t•ved. was Jessie Clark, aged 21 and
Pessie Moore, aged 16 of this city.
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Fend PIT1SISURI3 COAL CO.
orrice sa• BROADWAY

The Fever
Season

TELEPHON1,4 NI1
PADUCAH.

It Takes About Fiftten Carloads of
CORPORATION COUNSEL URGFuel to Keep the Fire§ Going
ARREST OF ALL QUACK
Duriitg the Cold Period.
DOCTORS.

•

a

Has few terrors for the resident whose home is equipped with

not
can
t
tha
ts
Fac
Purchase Fuel
For School. be Denied:

TRUSTEES ARE NOW RECEIVMay Raid
ING BIDS FOR COAL
CONTRACTS
.
Medical Firms

Both Phones 369

Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
Get estimates on Plumbing and Steam or Hot Water Heating from

When you buy Pittsburg Ccal you
get bigger bushels, better coal and
the most coal. Every load weighed
by a sworn weigher and certified
to be correct. Every lump is of
superior quality and dug by skilled
union miners. It holds fire over
night and it don't clinker. No slate
no dirt. no sulphur, no waste and
no bad odor in the house from
burning it.
Our Pittsburg coal gives satisfaction
and you get value received for your
money. Let us quote you prices.

Ed D.Hannan

P17 7SBURO COA L CO.

REAL ESTATE AGENCY

325 Kentucky Avenue.

THE PROMPT PLUMBER.
132 South Fourth Street

Both Phones acts.

In preparing for the opening of
Bogus Physician Offers to Cure Canthe
schools for the wooer term, the
cer With a Pota-o Diet—Hun- .
are receiving bids from the
trustees
.
Complaints
dreds cf
coal dealers, showing v.hat figures
%%11 charle to furrier. q.e pubChicago, Sept. 5.—The arrest of C
with fuel for the coming
schools
the
scores of "quack" doctors and the
The bids are to be in.
session.
winter
compamedical
bogus
of
prosecution
this month, or next
of
12th
the
by
panics which are annually mulcting
at which
the public of thousands of dollars by Wednesday, and opened,
to a
be
submitted
will
they
time
imposing upon the credulity and hope
necesof the sick may follow a movement called meeting of the board, if lowbegun by Corporation Counsel Lewis sary, and the contract let to the
yesterday. Col. Lewis has asked Chief est biddier.
It is the desire of the trustees to
of Police Collins for a special detail
immediately, so
of detectives Ito investigate the "fake" get the contract let
it can begin at
getting
company
the
scores
of
result
the
medical cures as
of complaints which have reached his once to fill the coal basements of the
•
in
office from those who have been luted different buildings with fuel for use
chilly
it
gets
when
furnaces
the
by the advertisements of the "quack"
doctors and induced to spend thee enough for fires.
It generally takes about fifteen carsavings in the vain hope of recovering
duefrom their maladies, in some cases in- loads of fuel to run the buildngs
excoal
the
and
cold
Mg
the
period,
curable.
The corporation counsel is prepar- penditure is quite an item in maining a letter to (Thief Collins in which taining the educational system of tie
PADUCAH REAL ESTATT.. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM I. men
he suggests that the police should' not city.
aor4TPILY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. warnam
The coal is delivered whenever the
only procure evidence against the bo.
Manager
111311TrUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
gus medical corporations and medical trustees find the supply getting low.
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
imposters, arrest and prosecute them,
/GEM RW.WarYTE/4011.1L. fii•wiwash.
but should close their places and perWOMAN'S DAILY NEWSPAPER
manently put them out of business.
After Bogus "Beauty Parlors."
Soon to Be Launched By Lewis PubThe corporation counsel particularlishing Company, St. Louis.
ly calls attention to the medical coin,adglaring
in
profess,
which
panies
ALLMAN WAS HELD TO THE
Miss Cora Benedict of Fulton, re•
vertisements and false illustrations,
AY
YESTERD
JURY
GRAND
infor
e of The Woman's Naas,
presentativ
diseases,
incurable
cure
to
MORNING.
tional Daily to be issued by the Lew:3
stance, the curing of dearfenss by THE FARMERS OF CHRISTIAN
soaking the head in towels, known as
Publishing company of St. Louis, is
COUNTY OFFER HIGH PAY
Andrew Cooper Is Held to the Grand in the city solieitng subscribers to
absorption; the curing of cancers by
FOR HANDS.
Jury on Charge of Assaulting
eating potatoes and taking certain
the new journal that ill to appear in
Birdie Benyon.
the
concoctions. He also menttions
Man With a $2 Bid Emptied Wagon
a few weeks. It proposes to be a
medical treatments by which it is asof Laborers Who Had Accepted
with several
newspaper
Yesterday morning in the police general
serted consumption can be cured and
a Lower Price.
columns devoted to matter of special
the
to
held
was
Allman
George
court
the bogus "beauty parlors" where
grand jury in $5oo bond on the interest to women. It wiI be issued
physical deformitie, are promised to
The rapid ripening of the tobacco
of maliciously cutting Roy da ly, except Sunday and the subcharge
disappear and beauty is guaranteed crop and the ravages of the worm, tothe night before, on catch- 7,cription piice is to be one dollar a
if the patrons pay the price.
gether with the scarcity of labor, Rogers
lying asleep in bed beside year. Miss Benedict is obtaining
Rogers
ing
says,
In many instances, Col. Lewis
have caused the farmers of the countuite a list of subscribers in Paducah
injurious medicines are sold by these try to offer almost unheard of prices Mrs. Allman at their home in 908
and is well pleased with her success.
Givng
Eighth
bond,
street.
North
to
ability
doctors with the professed
for workmen to go into the -fields tn
441.0
0 44%.
4441114111P"
‘
4F-4.Reilr-Eftlt-e-4C41
cure any disease with which the v c- an effort to save the crops, says the the accused was released. His name
NEGRO COLLEGE
is Allman instead of Osborne.
tim is suffering. If Chief Collins de- Hopkinsville New Era.
and costs
PRESIDENT QUITS.
$1
was
fined
Jones
Ed
cides to act upon the suggestions of
to
up
drove
a
This morning. farmer
drunk.
being
for
bogus
the
out
Col. Lewis to stamp
a crowd of negroes near the L. & N.
There was dismissed the warrant Waited on by Neighbors for His Remedical profession Col. Lewis will depot an doffered $1.50 per day to all
marks With Reference to the
hai,e these medicines analyzed and who would go. Several accepted' his charging Charles Ripley, the drugWhite Women.
their venders prosecuted for deceiv- offer and he drove off. Barely had he gist of Eleventh and Caldwell, with
•
ing the public and selling injurious gotten out of sight cfore another using insulting language toward a
Columbia, S. C., Sept. 5.—Thomas
wares. The street corner doctor also farmer drove up and offered $t.75. Im- negro man.
Andrew Cooper, colored, was held' H. Amos, colored, president of.Har- 1 30 S. THIRD STREET:
PADUCAH. KY
will be included in the investigation of mediately his wagon was filled. ut
the grand jury on the charge of binson college, a co-educational inscito
the medical impostors.
before he drove away still another
tution fer negroes at Abbeville, S. C.,
Birdie .Benyon, osolored.
Lewis Notifies Collins.
farmer drove up and sang out: "Boys. raping
against
was
assessed
by the Northern Presby- INSURE
of
$25
supported
fine
A
attention
"I wish to call to your
I will give all of. yr $a a day to go
that many letters have came to my of- with me." This was the best yet and Tee Mack on a breath of the peace terian church, was waited upon recently by citizens of Abbeville and
fice and complaints in Other forms, all the negroes, even those who hal charge.
Mrs. Lou Charity was given a post- requested to leave town on account
disclosing that there are a great num- already accepted the other man's offer.
ber of so-called doctors, individually rolled into his wagon and drove off. ponement until next Monday of the of the language used in his last comdisorderly mencement addresses. _
and in thg form of corporations, conAs a result that part of Ninth street warrant charging her ivith
Hie said negro women had brought
conduct.
in
professing
are
who
business
ducting
which is u.sually filled with idle negro
The disorderly conduct case against white women to the kitchens and
glarin gadvertisements and false il- men and boys is deserted today.
Albert Harris was continued until hoped they soon would bring them to
lustrations the curing of incurable
the wash tub. Ames telegraphed from Office- 306 Broadway
today.
•diseases—the curing of deafness by
Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
A fine of $1 was assessed against Baltimore, Md., today that one of the
soaking the head in a towel, known Thousands of the poor are having
as absorption; the curing of cancer by sums of money taken from them each Paul Burgess for using bad language directors would soon arrive at Abbeville to take charge of the institution.
•eating potatoes and'taking certain con- week and month in installments toward Catherine Skelly.
•
m
given
was
e
continuanc
'Another
diseases,
int*
being
in
through their ignorance
coctions; the curing of other
twentyStatisticians estimate that
-such as consumption; the methods af- posed upon to the extent of filching the breach of the peace charge against
fecting to beautify the form of man- their money from them, while these Ed Sears, Jack Nelson and Pat Moore, two acres of land are necessary 'to
(Incor puttied)
kind, and in many respects practicing so-called practitioners are daily and who are accused of engaging in a gen- sustain one man on fresh meat. The
sato
Nelson
if
devoted
land.
of
&
the
Sears
space
at
imposition
by
fight
laws
eral
same
and
criminal
the
hourly
deception
violating
theoarts of
wheat culture, would feed forty-two
--itfon the public generally," the letter obtaining money under false pretenses. loon on Third and Norton streets.
H.
W.
given
e
was
Colthese
continuanc
of
people; if to oats, eighty-five; potaChief
account
to
A
written
on
has
suggest,
"I
Col. Lewis
impostors Patterson, who is charged With a toes, Indian corn and rice, r76; and if
complaints, that these
lins reads.
should be prosecuted, and if you will breach of ordinance by permitting un- to the plantain or banana, over 6000
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING PitEIGHT, MACHIN..
Thousands of Poor Mulcted.
• "Some of them administer drugs 'send some of your aids to me I will healthy pools of meter to stand be- people. '
ZRY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
and opiates which temporarily allay instruct- thorn as to what extent under hind his property on Broadway beabnorstreets.
are
investicourtships
and
Bohemia
Fifth
In
tween Fourth
pain to the individual in order it° dis- the law they may go in the
OFFICE SECOND AND MO?' ROE. BOTH PHONES.
guise the fallacy of the remedy and gation of these concerns, the arrest • A fine of $rs 'was given Charles mally long. In that country engageencourage thefl patient to contribute of the impostors or the closing of ; Murphy on the ch4rg0 of,TAisorderly ments frequently last from fifteen to
Itwenty years. '
• conduct.
more to the purse of the imposter. their places of business."

Office 126 Broadway.
Both Phones No. 3.
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Strongest and Least Used
DR R. F. BEATTIE DIES. Labor's Weapon—The
Ballot.
6.0NOT EVEN MEMBERS OF THE Workingmen
(Chicago Examiner.)
are vitally interested
. FAMILY REALIZED HE WAS just and honest
conditions of em-

orrnrkic

BACK TO NATURE

in
SERIOUSLY ILL.
ployment. They are deeply concerned
The French peasant who, since the
in the questions of wages, of hours
Eminent Author, Theologian and of employment, of sanitary and days of the revolution, has turned all
healthful shops and factories, of laws France into a kind of walled garden,
Presbyterian Leader Who Has
that will prohibit their wives and Is still closely in touch with nature,
Preached in Paducah.
children from becoming their own and in spite of agitators and politicians, his presence in the suffrage, to
Louisv:ile Times.—Dr. Francis R. competitors.
Today they employ but two meth- which he brings the sense and cunning
Beattie, who died suddenly last midof the fields, makes for national
night of Angina pectoris, will not ods Of foicing their views on these
health. in proof of this, says Youth's
take place until some time Thursday, issues so vital to them—argument and
Companion,
is a little scene reproduced
havfunot
funeral
strike.
Argument
is
apt
to
be
the
the exact hour of the
by one of the authors of "Sketches on
tile; the strike is apt to encounter the
iing yet been detrrmined.
the Old Road Through France to
Dr. Beattie's daughter, Mrs. Mary irresistible opposition of public offi- Florence."
I Graham, is expected to leave Toronto cials elected and controlled by the
Between Argentan and Alencon the
this morning, but no time for the fu- employing class.
writer fell to conversing with a peasFor this reason no class in the ant who, with immense patience,
neral will be definitely tixed until
was
is learned at what hour Mrs. Graham whole community is so vitally con- engaged in _stirring the earth with
will arrive. The funeral service will,. cerned in the fight waging against the vigor into harvests. He also professed
however, probably take •place froal control of party organizations by cor- himself interested in politics and ecothe Second Presbyterian church, of rupt andl criminal bosses a; the work- nomics, an willingly talked on these
- - which Dr Beattie was,a member. The ingmen.
subjects.
For mark: These bosses do not seek
principal part in the serVics will be
"There is only one thing," the peastaken by ahe gev. Dr. Charles R. and maintain control as a matter of ant said, at last, "that France has
Hemphill, with whom Dr. Beattie had mere pride.
to fear."
been intimately a-,sociated for many to most men, to make money. But "You mean," sail the writer, "this
• years. Several other local Presbyte- to most men, to make money. BBut religious question—the dispute with
rian ministers will be in the pulpit. the political boss makes his by the church and pope?"
"No, I don't mean that."
The pallbearers will be chosen from betrayal of public rights and by
"Do you think there's any fear of
treachery to the very people who conamong Dr. Beattie's associates.
another German war?"
The death of Dr. Beattie took place ferred. upon him' his power.
"I don't know. I wasn't thinking
When an eight-hour law, or a child,with startling suddenness and not even
the members of his family knew that labor law, or a sweat shop regulation if that."
"I suppose you are not afraid of so
he was in any danger until a few law is pending in any state legislaminutes before the end came. Only ture, or even in congress, it is fought denims?"
"Not at alt."
a few of Dr. Beattie's most intimate always by the political bosses and
"Well, then, what is the only thing
friends were. informed last night of their well disciplined cohorts.
France has to fear?"
Why?
his death, and' it was not until thi..
"Hail," said the peasant, and went
They do not work even eight hours;
morning that the news of his death
en
digging.
stunted
not
being
their
children
are
-became generally known.
Dr. Beattie dd not feel well the af- in factories. Once in a while they
ternoon efore his death, and several own sweat shops, but they profit, not A SPANIARD'S INVENTION.
times complained of pains in his chest. suffer, by them.
Engenious Apparatus for the Control
All remedial or protective labor legHe was of the opinion, however, that
of Distant Electric
the trouble was trifling in nature, and islation is fought by the political
Power.
power,
as
worse
because
they
bosses
buy
their
gradually
grew
althongh he
the evening progressed, he declined to and the money to buy it with they
Telektne is the invention of Dos
send for a physician. At it o'clock collect from the employers against Bernardo Torres Quevedo, • distinrights
Mrs. Beattie called up her father, Dr. whose abuse of plain human
guished Spanish engineer, who has
T. P. Satterwhite. and told him of such legislation is directed.
been experimenting successfully with
law
Satterwhite
And
if
they
cannot
beat
the
Dr. Beattie's illness. Dr.
an apparatus for the control of dis
isuggested a remedy, but half an hour- in the legislature they use their po- tent electric power by means of wire.
later Mrs. Beattie again called up Dr. litical power to secure the appoint- less telegraphy. He intends to ap.
Satterwhite with the news that her ment of officials who will nullify it ely his invention to vessels and made
husband was apparently growing by indifference or criminal connivance his public trials with them.
The
worse Dr. Satterwhite left immech- with guilt.
station was a wirelesr
transmitting
r • •
ately for the Beattie residence, but
telegraphic apparatus.' The boat carlabor thus far has relied upon its sled • battery of accumulators, a M4
when he arrived Dr. Beattie was
breathing his last. The end came five weakest weapons for its own defense. tor for driving the propeller, another
minutes after Dr. Satterwhite arrived. Its true sword and buckler it has leis tor the rudder, and two servo motors
hanging idle on the wall.
for operating the mechanism of the
Death was due to angina pectoris.
The ballot, which is the one pos- ether motors. The servo motors were
The Rev. Dr. Charles R. Hemphill
and the Rev. Dr. J. S. Lyons were no- session of the workingman of whicSi connected directly with the telekino,
tified of Dr. Beattie's death, and they he cannot be deprived without his wherewith they formed a single ap
paratus. Hertz wolves were received
came to the residence, arriving at own consent, he has neglected.
With it, used for his own service by the tetekino; this controls the servo
about t o'clock in the morning.
and not for the advancement of the motors, which sent currents either to
Dr. Beattie is well known in Padu- selfish ends of corrupt politica,' bosses, control the rudder motor or the pro
cah, where he has preached several he could protect himself alike from oeller motor so as to govern both the
hostile laws and venal judges who dis- steering and the propulsion of the
limes.
41,00
terte even laws enacted in his favor. boat. Taking up his position at the
But as long as he is humbugged by transmitting station, Senor Quevedo
the smooth promises of the boss be- began manipulating the transmitter,
fore election, u long as he is bound whereupon the boat, containing numerous press representatives, as if by
POLICE CHIEFS TO ORGANIZE by the humbug 'Regularity," as long magic, slowly moved forward, gradu•
stogan
of
as
the
rising
he
is
deaf
to
MEETING HELD AT
• high speed, turning,
"Independence in politics and down aily
JACKSON.
with boss rule," so long will he be twisting, tacking, advancing, or rw
eeding just as if it were being guided
Organisation to Bo Perfected Will the victim of injustice and wrong by an expert steersman. The boat sr
complain.
the
without
even
right
to
Interna• Be Modeled After
eented all manner of maneuvers withtional Order.
t a hitch under the sole guidance of
'
EARTHQUAKE wrNz AT
the inventor on shore.
BOTTLE
fz.000 PER
Jackson, Miss., Sept. 5.—The police
chiefs of Mississippi have come forVETERAN POSTMASTERS.
ward with a propositem to organize, Champagne Boiled in Sherry One of
the Features of the San Franand the initial meeting is to be held
two Who Have Served Uncle lam
cisco Disaster.
this week, the idea originating welt
in That Capacity for Vary
W.'E. Daniel, the efficient young city
Long Periods.
San Francisco, Sept. s.—Half a milcity marshal of Yazoo City, and beAnother of the many instanees
ing caught up by other police chiefs lion bottles of champagne boiled for
state, who seem to see good in forty-eight hours in a million gallons where faithful service has proved a
uggemion. The first call in the of sherry has made so,boo quarts of barrier against interference for politl
•way of personal communications to wine the quality of which has attract- cal resume with the service of a
mother chiefs was sent out some time ed the, attention of wine experts the Massachusetts postmaster is that of
✓ aago, and at a recent conference held' world over. This rare beverage is John S. Fay, of Marlboro, who has
here it was decided to call the meet- now known as "earthquake wine" and been in charge of that office Sillet
ing to take place on Tuesday, Sep- has taken its place alongside of the April VS 1866, when he was appointed
@
cobweb-covered old vintages that only sy President Johnson at a salary of
tember 4.
kings and princes can afford to taste. $1,100. He had been successively learprogram
no
set
has
been
There
•
When the great fire reached the appointed, twice by Grant, once h.,
ranged, so far as known here, and it
will not be decided on until after the vaults of the California Wine asso- Hayes, Arthur, Harrison and McKinclans get together among those out- ciation, the store house of the wine ley, and came under Mr. Cleveland's
side the pale of policedym thli the product of the entire state, it ate away special care in each of his two terms
chiefs will endeavor to organize along the cooperage of the great 80.000 gal- Mr. Fay has over two years yet to
the lines followed by the internation- lon caslos of sherry which were stored serve under the reappointment given
al order of chiefs of police of the in the upper part of the building. The by President Roosevelt February 23
United States and Canada. The lo- wine ,released, fell through to the 19(13. when the salary was advanced to
cal police and other officials of the basement and submerged the half- $2,500 per year.
Milo T. Winchester is believed •)
city will unite in making arrange- million bottles of wine lying on the
hold
the long-service record as matsherrecesses
the
of
the
cellar.
Here
others
the
visit
of
the
ments to make
master. He is still performing his defront Out of town pleasant, though no ry gradually heated until it reached
definite program has been arranged. the boiling point. For two days and Oes in charge of the office -at South
Amenia. Duchess county, New York
It is thought very probable that the nights the boiling continued. Several
viler the commission first riven tilu
subject of .blind tigers and other re-(weeks after the fire when the imrub 10, 1849. The record was held fze
sorts, where the fluid that inebriates mense volume of wine had cooled it
many years by Roswell Eeatdeley
It
street.
the
was
pumped
out
into
localcommunities
and
in
dispensed
y is
the North Lanstng (N. Y.) office. tit
ities where it is prohibited by law, was then found that of the oo,000 was appointed June 28. 1828, anti
imand how best to go after and break bottles of wine which had been
served until his death, November S
them up, will figure in the, delibera- mersed for so long in the boiling sher- 1902, at the age of 93.
intions, as this traffic causes the police ry only so,000 Were intact. Upon
• pt the localities answering to the de- vestigation the. marvelous bouquet of
Liquor and Insurance.
scription more trouble than all the the contents was discovered. rt is esAt
the
annual meeting of the Ab
which
the
process
by
timated
that
the
combined.
unlawful
practices
other
The police of this city, for instance, 'no was perfected cost over $tcioo a stainers' and General Insurance coin
pany held in Birmingham recently thi
ttle.
are frequently raiding such resorts,
et/airman
announced that the mortali
and almost nightly, arrests are made,
ty rate, favorable to the company, ot
but the trouble is in securing testi- IS DROW1NED IN THE LAKE.
the liven laenred had again been mainmony that will convict.
tained and that in the 21 years of tin
For that reason the raids 'have, as a Deughter-in.Lew of Senator Mccompany's
existence the mortality had
destrucrule, gone no further than the
Creary Meets Death Near
not yet exceeded 60 pa` cent, of whal
Chicago.
tion of the goods found on such premmight have been expected from th•
ises, without the meting out of punishordinary etandard table of the inste
ment to those having the stock in
Lexington. Ky.. 'Sept. fl—Mrs. Je -- lute of Actuaries, which represented
Ocherge. The law specifies that the sie :McCreary, wife of Robert Mcan enormous saving of interest on cap
charge of retailing liquor -must_ be Creary, son of U&ted States Sem:or ital that otherwise would have been
sustained by absolute proof, and it is James B. McCreary. was downed
paid in claims. He attributed the satvery shard indeed for theh police to the lake near Chiearo yesterrhy. See_ isfactory mortality record largely to
'secure this proof, as the parties %us- atm. M/cCreary received a message the members abstaining from the I1Sf
pecte
.d are generally wise enough to late yesterday afternoon.
of alcoholic liquor.
select a shrewd lawyer, who in the
majority of eases contrives to wreck
New York;'has Mere children at its,
Electricity in Siberia.
such testimony as the officers are public schools than London, fewer
Almost all the towns in Siberia are
place
reliance upon. paupers, a lower death rate, fewer un- having arc lights for street use
Ale to secure or
and
inhabited houses, more parks, more incandescent lights for houses. and
Spain and Russia are the only Eu- bridges, fewer jilts. abetter distrib- the larger proportion of the people in
ro can countries which produce more uted street traffic and higher stand- Siberia have never seen gas, which
wusessimaiord of health.
Mass•retgard as an illuminant of $ peel
4.414.•
'
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INTERESTING SECRETS
OP THE TRADE.

Maker of These Valuable Adjuncts
to Locomotion Gives Some Particulars as to Their Manufacture.

YOLK CORR[Shillaic
BY USING THE
.1212=232=122=2:222=1
s 11

"Oh, yes, indeed, they come pretty
high," said the artificial leg maker. "It
is a beauty, though, isn't it. I venture to
say there isn't another one in Philadelphia like it, on or off, and it's as light
as a feather, too."
With these words, says the Shoe Retailer, the creator of artificial limbs
flourished a leg in the air. He was fat
and smiling, and he spoke with an indistinguishable foreign accent, and every
once. in awhile his face beamed with enthusiasm.
"They all come to Philadelphia tor
them, too," he continued. 'We've customers from all over Europe, Asia and
Africa. There are lots of leg makers
.aLttr.....srssasusits2.1sterssasits
,
in the city—at least they call themselves
such, but some of them are not leg makers at all; they're harness makers."
The august Philadelphia leg maker,
purveyer to kings, queens and government officials, took a little time to show
the specimens around the room. They
were fat and thin, long and short, graceful and otherwise. Some of them were
huddled in corners, accumulating the
dust of ages; others hung aloft on racks.
so light and airy that they were wafted
to and fro in the breeze.
"You see," continued the leg maker,
"we know how to do things now. We've
got the secret all right. First they chop
down the willow tree; then we cut out
the legs. It takes a heap of Eexible
leather to put the tendons in the right
place. See that spring in the ankles?
That's made by the leather tendons.
If you saw one on a*" man you could
not tell the difference.
Then the
whole thing is covered over with tine
pink enamel. Looks natural enough,
don't it?" At this juncture a rap came
at the door, and a big man, six feet
four, weighing nearly 300 pounds, entered. He looked smilingly complaisant as he lighted a cigarette and shook
hands with the leg maker.
aat BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
"Can you rush an erder for me, MAIN AND FOURTH STREET. LOUISVILLE. iLY.
double quick?" he asked. "I've come
through • tough fight," he went on.
"You know I always travel with a
bunch of legs and coming up this way
from New Orleans the Pullman car
was burned and all four of my legs
were lost. I only saved the one I had
on, and now you've got to get to work
to make another set for me double
St. Louis and Tennessee River Puke
quick." With an air of languor and
You cannot find a single tooth
et
company—the cheapest and bee
ease the big man stood to have himself
brush in all oar stock which
measured
good
brush.
is not a
excursion oet of Paducah
"Do you know who be for quo.
tioned he of the leg trade, after the
ponderous man had gone. 'Well, be
is the son of one of the richest women
every tooth brush we seell to
in the United States. He lost his leg
give satisfaction. If one should
through disease, and he always oomes
pass our examination with
to Philadelphia to have his sets made.
aortic flaw undetected we ask
Plain; ordinary boxes do for most people to cart their legs around in, but
you, as a personal favor, t6
he's got fine leather cases with his
bring it back and either let
name engraved upon thorn.
ue give you a new one for it
"Do many of them go in on such a
or return your money, whichIt is a trip of pleasure, cornice%
wholesale plan?" was queried of the
ever you prefer
and rest; good service, good tab!
leg maker.
good rooms, etc. Boats leave ea.*
"Heaps of them," he replied, 'aeon
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
ically. "Some of theta can do anything with 'em. There's one young
For other information apply to Jae
man in this city who belongs to a
Roger, superintendent; Frank L
glee club and they tell me he's the best
agent.
Brown,
dancer of Irish jigs in the town. He
DRUGGIST
was a good dancer before he lost his
INNS
leg, and he's all right yet. No; we
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
have no lady attendants. We ought
to have, though. What's the reason?
TELEPHONE 63.
Ob. because there is not one woman
in Philadelphia that I can find who
knows the trade. Pity, too, because
there's money in it. A good leg maker
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
ought to make at least $25 per week.
RETURN, continous passage $essot
"There are six or seven men in pule.
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
lie life, well known, who wear artiberth included.
EYE, EAR, NOR'& ND
ficial limbs. None but their intimate
friends and families know it, however.
THROAT.
One young lady in Philadelphia who
led a number of dances last winter Office and Residence, Mora
and
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
has an artificial leg. It is easy to
Columbia Building.
five or over $1.50 each, without
of
waltz with one after you learn bow to
4
Phone 1041--Red
use them.
•
$2.00 with meals.
"Oh, yes, artificial leg making is the
Good music on all the boats. Fri?
thing for me," concluded the leg ms.k- AUTHORS' MEMORIES LAPSE
particulars see
urther
er. "I started out as a fine carpen.er,
doing up banks and public buildings, Great Men Have Been Unable to ExS. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent,
and one day I went into a place in Neer
pound Written Thoughts.
or
GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass
York to order an artificial limb for a
Agent. Phone 33.
friend in distresq. Tie rneker was a
There are several anecdotes which
doctor, Orange to say. lie etsed me
up and I sized him up, and in a 'oort b-ar out the theory that a competent
tirni, I was under contrast o_r ivq-it and reverend commentator may somefr. - ore
for him. They can't steal our pateets, times expound a work of genius
o selt
either, *-- it's as hard to matte an ar- effectively than its writer
as
w
especially
such
could
do,
—DENTIST—
without
years of learning
tificial isab
_
as it would be-for some tinhorn makes tend to the allegorical.
Truebart
When the famous mystic Bohnic
to produce a Strndivarius."
was on his deathbed it is related that
some of his followers came to him
The Emir's Capital.
It is reported that the emir of Af- with the reetiest that he would exghanistan contemplates the removal of plain a certain more than-usually cryphis capital to a more northern site. tic possage in, 'his writings. He puzOwing to the energetic way in which zled over it to no purpose. -Nly
the present emir and his immediate dear children," he said as he laid the
predecessor have been manufactur'ng book feebly aside, when I wrote this
machinery the country I understood its meaning, and no
:runs and
iround Kabul has been denuded to ie.ch doubt the omniscient God did. He
in extent that fuel is now unobtain- may still remember it, but I have
LEMON, CRANGE, CHERRY
this. So great are the straits to which forgotten."
A very similar story is told of othhe emir is reduced by the want of
authors—perhaps with as much
er
imperative
that a new
Nood that It is
site should he obtained, and this will truth. Klopstock, the German poet
ARE GOOD. OUR
probably he found In the wooded slopes whom his admirers compared to MilGottingen
ton, was once questioned at
at the mountains farther north.
as to the exact meaning of one of 'his
stanzas. 'He read it over once or
••
Some Other Rascal.
',Aviv,
and then delivered this judgWITH CRUSHED — STRAW'Well, Jones, did you get the sp.'
tient: "I cannot remember what T BERRY. PEACH, PINEARPLE or
pointmentr
CHERRY„ IS BETTER.
"No, sir; they appointed some others I meant when I wrote it, but I do remember that it was one of the finest
rascal in my plate."—Tit-Bits.
thing I ever 'wrote, and you stannot
do better than devote your lives to the
A Definition.
discover' of its meaning."
"Pa, what hi experienoer
SEVENTH AND BROADY/A
"Experience, my son, is the ems.
J. C. Talbot of Chicago was in the
pound extract of the result of butlIDS
TE:L. JOByerterdey.
city.
le."---Town Topiss. _
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TO DESTROY BLIND TIBERS.

rani
,u THQOUGH

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS.

French Peasant Who Had His Own
Idea of France's Principal
DZ
M
Danger.
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ND[RWOOD"
TYP[WRITER

It Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.

Underwood Typewriter Co.,
Good Tooth
Brushes

Excursion:

We Guarantee

S8100

For the Round Trip to
Tennessee river & rev

J. H. Oehlschlaeoer

Excursion Rates on
The River

Or. Childress

A. S. DABNEY

Mineral Water
Our Pure Fruit
Phosphates
Ice Cream
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CESTAFF-ORM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Incorporated.
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Yellow U Gum M Ash
Pine
Poplar
Beech
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Maple
Walnut
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GUM, BEECH iiND OAK FLO )RING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACK
MAND/POLISHED.
olh Po7es 26.
We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.

Sash, Doors,
Blinds,
Interior
Finish

Oak
Elm

TWIN BRAND-OUR OWN MAKE
438 South Second

'Mr. George Powell left yesterday ineir petitions in bankruptcy, and got
++++ + +++ + ++ + + + d
for Louisville, Cincinnati and other discharges after their business was
wound up. Following this the credipoints on business.
POPULAR WANTS.
Miss- Mary Pies, of Fulton. has re- tors asked the federal judge to re• •
I
turned home af'n- visiting Miss Alke open the cases on the ground that
they discovered the Duncan's pus- + ++++++++++++++
Utterback.
We are offering a 20 year Gold Filled Case,
Mrs. John P
-and son, James, sesssed property which they did not
Elgin Hormel:M.2*r WO.
FREE dirt 500 loads Jackson and
A Seth Thomas $12.00 Mantel Clock
and daughter, Maggie, leave to- list among their assets when filing
for
47.50
TwentyEighth.
Roger's 1847 Knives and Forks, a set,
'Phone 1865.
day for their
home in Scotland the r petition originally. The credi$3.45
Genuine
Rogers'
Teaspoons, a set,
to reside
tors now want a trustee helected to
.75
FOR
Genuine Rogers' Tablespoons. a set
RENT-Room for rent at
!Ms. F. L. Edmonds and daughter, take charge of this discovered prop$1.50
North
Our
entire
Sixth
St.
314
line
of
Cut
Glass at 30 per cent. off of regular price.
of Denver, Col., arc visiting the for- erty. sel: same and take the proceeds
Our Hand Painted China, fuse as any line
mer's father, Cauta;tt Mike Williams, to pay the accounts held . by the
in the city, at 5o per cent.
WANTED-A good cook at 731 a regular price-you must see this line to
of Third and Madison.
estimste July the barg„ians we
creditors against the Duncans. The
are
Kentuck
offering.
y
avenue;
wages.
Geo.
good
Miss Kate Ashoff tomorrow goes to judge ordered the
We want you to know
case reopened for Langstaff.
A special reduction on every article
.
11:per, Ind., with her nephew, Joseph. this purpose.
in our store for zo cisys
that we keep everything for
and Referee Bagby at
strictly for cashMI-)
enters
college
there.
the meeting September 15th will take
the convenience and comfort
FURNITURE bought and sold
Our repairs must give you satisfaction.
Miss Ada Van Pelt. of San Fran- steps towards
'
of the smoker. Not only the
selecting the trustee Williams, 533 South Third street,
••.,"
Eyes tested free.
cisco,
will
arrive
visit
Sunday
Mr4.
to
t
and effecting other orders.
choicest line of Cigars,CigarNew phone cooA.
Win. Marble.
Judge Bagby has returned from
ettes and Tobacco, but
Willie Everett, of Mayfield, is visitCairo where he went to' arrange tc
FOR SALE-Two
hand-power
inggrandmot
his
Pipes
her,
Wood
Mrs.
M. J. Reed,
Briar
file answwers for the owners of the freight elevators. Apply J. R. Smith
S'S BROADWAY. GUTHRIE'S OLD STAND.
f North Seventh.
Meerschaum Pipes
steamer Dick Fowler, who are be ng St Son.
Viisses
Hoover
and
JOhnson,
of
Corn Cob Pipes
KONETZKA, JEW ELER AND OPTICIAN.
-,t-th Fifth, have returned from paw- sued by five negroes for $2.000 each
T. D. Clay Pipes
UMBRELLA repairing done at
lie will lodge the papers shortly.
21 Wars Experience,
,' n.
Pipe Cleaners
Miss Pearl Griffith. of North Sixth, Tithe negroes bought tickets on the 311 South Third street on short no
Match Beres
Dick Fowler. and the officers put the tee.
goes to Benton tomorrow to visit.
Cigar Holders
darkies
in the colored cabin on the
Miss Elizabeth Yeiser s visiting in
Cigarette Holders
$9tso cash buys seven 5ox165 foot
Fulton.
hurricane deck of the steamer. Tlyt
• Mrs. Bettie Buckner goes to Louis- regroes wanted to ride in the whit' lots one block of Vs'atts Boulevard.
Our Cigars are kept in perville today to visit her daughter, Mrs. cab n, but this was refused, and get- F. J. McELWEE, 317 N. Seventh st.
fect condition and this is what
the particular, critical smoker
Herman Nettleroth.
ting to Cairo they sued the boat ownrequires. We handle an the
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam BoilerWANTED-Position by
Miss Nora Cotheran, of South Sixth, ers, under the Illinois statute which
experpopular brands of Cigars, inienced stenographer.
returned from visiting in Snub- ssys steamboat owners shal: not
has
Capable
of
make
cluding the various "National"
'land.
any discrimination agoinst• colored doing all office work. Address "J."
brands which have proved
i Miss Kirk Barry tomorrow goes to people on account of
Reg ster.
themselves so deservedly poptheir color.
Benton to vist her brother-in-law, judge Bagby
ular.
took to Cairo with
Isieb7".
' Jude Eli 14-arry.
FOR SALE-Vacant lots Thirhim h'is stenographer, Miss Thresa
Illtslisser Tow Cigar Taste
Mrs. John Atkins. of Was'hing'ton Kirchhof
teenth
to Fourteenth streets. north Offige
f, who took evidence and
Phone 369.
▪
Residence Phone 736
street. is visiting in Fulton.
We Gm • Suit it Exactly.
shorthand notes for use in the litiga- side Harrison street; reasonable. InMiss Nannie Cullom, of Bowilng
n
re
Dr.
Blythe
second
floor
tion.
Green, is visting Mss May
BaynFraternity Building.
h am_
MCFlherson
'
I Mr. Herman Rison is here from St BIND AND GAG THE CASHIER
s
SHOE repair shop old stand 207
Louis for a visit.
South Fourth, St° per month. 'Phone
Bandits
Then
Proceed
to
Rob
Bank 1865.
Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Bray, of Jackat Ranier, Ore.
It2JURTH
BROADWAY son,. Tenn ,went home yesterday after
AND
'Ranier. Ore.. Sept. 5.-While Ca-nvisting their daughter, Mrs. George
FINE little store or shop !sago
ier P. W. Vanancher lay bound hand
!Walters, of West Broadway
'and) foot, gagged and tied to a table only $15 per month. Ring up 1865.
Kr. A. G. Owsley has returned from
in a back, room, two bandits leisurely
****
a trip to Louisiana.
$ocio cash buys seven 507(165 foot
looted
the State Bank of Ranier in
Circuit Clerk Joe Miller has rekits
one block of Watts Bou'evard.
broad
daylight.
It
was
two hours bePERSONAL NOTES.
turned from St. Vincent, where he acF. J. McELWEE 3t7 N. Seventh st.
companied his daughter, Miss Joie, fore their unfortunate victim was able
to free himself sufficiently to give the
+ + + +++ +
+ who entered school.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY- OFFICE PHONE 484-a
RESIDENCE PHONE ies
Dr. Dudley Long. of Ropkinsville., alarm, and in the meantime tHe arobHers
Able-bod
ied
had
made
unmarrie
good
d
their
between
escape,
men
takis visiting Mr. H. C. -Hartley. of the
.,.r. A. E. White has returned from
ing with them between $2,000 and $2.- ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
county
Elkton. Ky., where he was called, by
Condutcor C. H. Blaney. wile and 50n in gold coin. Silver and bank States, of good character an tempethe accident happening to his mother,
rate habits, who can speak, read and
Mrs Hack arc visitng in Southern notes lying on the counter were unwho is so low her recovery is doubtoucthe
write English. For information apt
d
Illinois.
ply to Recruiting Officer, New RichMrs. A. W. Wright. of Jefferson
Mr. Herbert Hawkins has returned street.
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
has returned from Beechwood,
frcm Dawson.
Ind.
Soperintendent Egan, of the LouisMiss Sadie McGlopper and Mr. Rid FOR RENT-3 rooms, furnace and
Fe division, arrived in the city yes- dle Ragan left yesterda
y for their
hall with toilet, hot and cold bath,
tereay. •
home irt Nashville, Tenn., after visitlight and fuel. FLAT care Register.
Misses Helen Stone and Flossie ing
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Ragan.
A WILD-EYED, LONG-HAIRED
Craig will return Saturday from
3 Horse Power Motor.
Dr A. H. Flowers, of Boston, will
MAN WANTED TO KNIFE
WANTED-Gentleman or lady of
r,00neville and Evansville. Ind.
I
Norse Power Motor.
arrive next week to visit Mrs. Bettie
good references to travel and collect
BRYAN.
31r. Nathan Kahn has gone to ditickner
a 354 Horse Power UMW.
, of Jefferson street. He is
for wholesa•e and retail firm of large
Dixisn Springs. Ill., for a ten days' soa
Horse PAM' Motor.
the younger brother of Rev. George Created Panic in Chicago
jr urn.
Hotel-Ar- capital. Salary and expenses with
I to Horse Power Mabee.
Flowers, Pastor of the First Christian
rested and Disarmed By House
commission $15oo.00 to $2 000.00 per
Mr. Nolan Van Coln, the banker. church here some
a sea Light Dynamo.
years since.
Detective.
year. -Salary and expenses paid weekhas returned from Hopkirsville, Ky.
Misses Bella and Fannie Coleman
ly; expenses advanced. Address, with
have returned from visiting MiFs
Chicago, Sept. 5.-Flourishing a stamp Monarch
cornpany, 125 PlyMabel Norman, of Mayfield.
knife. -his white hair, white goatee and
AMR
MP'
Mrs. Luther Hite and children, of mustache shading a
weather-beaten
Rossington, have returned home after face covered with
a large tailack hat.
an -133 Korth Pourth Street.
visiting Mrs. Lee Hite.
Samuel Browning, who rave his resiMr. J. D. O'Brien was in Central dence as plain
"Kentucky, sail,"
City yessterday on business.
startled the throng of Bryan visitors Sold at
Mr. Armour Gardner and wife are in the lobby of the
Auditorium Annex
Gray's Buffet,
home from Chicago.
hotel yesterday afternoon by dashing
Palmer House Bar,
Lawyer Frank Lucas has returned toward the
apartments reserved for
4
L A. Lagonaareino.
from CincinnAti
undec oath, upon forms to be furnthe distinguished visitors on the upper
•••••••••••
B-'3
ished
on application by said assessor
floor of ehe hotel, shouting, "Stand
Tax Payers' Notice!
at his office, and that all merchants
back. I will knife every one of you."
Paducah, Ku., September r, 1906. of the city doing business for themFor about twenty seconds he had his
You are hereby notified that all selves or others shall n like manner
right of way clear to the upper landing. At the font of the stairs he was persons owning or having in their r.nd in addition thereto, state the
cought by Frank Repetto, chid of tht:t possession, or under their control as highest amotiont in value of goods
house detectives, who disarmed tht scent guardian, or committee, ere wares, and merchandise, owned or
WANT IT SOLD AND MONEY man, who was taken to the Harrison cutor, adm nistrator, curator,
trustee, kept on hand for sale by said merPAID
OVER
TO
street police station, where he was receiver commissioner, or otherwise chants, during the three months next
THEM.
locked up. He refused to give any realty, tangible, or intangible per- preceding such t5th day of Septem
ot4her name hut "Samuel Browning' sonal property, on the 15th day
of her.
Creditors of the Duncan Brothers and his resdence as "Kentucky, soh." September, are
SUCCESSORS TO
required on or before
Prompt attention to this will save
Got Case Reopened-Negroes Sue
tie ist day of October to give
property owners additional cost,
the
Owners of Dick Fowler.
LOST-flue wide
ing with 4 assessor a true and complete llst
STEWART DICK Assessor.
of
pearls. Return to this offic
nd
same. With true cash value thereof,
room 9 City Hit11.
Ogee%
ceive reward.
as of the t5th day of September,
Referee E. W. Bagby of the bankApprovvet D. A. Weiser, Mayor,
,KI:R CO.,
rupt court, was in Murray yesterday 11111111111111a
taking up the matter of reopen'ing th•
Daucl,.-asTs.
bankrupt suits of Walter and Calvin
, Duncan. On• account of some of the
Fifth anil nroadway.
'interested part es being absent he
Both Phone' r75.
continued the sitting over until September 15th.
The Duncan Bros. months ago filed

I

SpecialiTen Day's Sale

EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO

to.•

Smoke

Eye-See Jewelry Co.

*. A-

A.brani L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE

Campbell 13lock.

J. W. HUGHES

Drug Store.

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building

"Samuel Brown,
Kentucky, Sah."

•

We have on hand
For Sale:

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEEI

Just Received

•

•

100

Pound;
Linea
Writing Paper

Creditors Have
Found Property.

-25

cents IK,,r pound

Paducah Stamp & Stencil Co.
523 Broadway. New Tel. 36.

4••••••••••••••••eseggsses

Buy your School Boots early

COA L

GENUINE TRADEWATER
Lump 12c, Nut 11c.

i

REAL PITTSBURG

Lump I 3c, Nut 12c.
•

Let us have your order now

YOU RUN NO RISK.
If you should purchase somethin g you do not need
we will either exchange or refund the money.
A SPECIAL OFFER. We ha ve several hundred lights to t teratore, grafi-oilers, histories and music readers used about two months in
the Chicago schools. These are practically as good as new, and we can
sav'e you quite a good deal on your purchases.
D. E WILSON AT HARBOUR'S 'STORE... i mirsim
immi
raigir

lassrporaied.

Office Second and Ohio.
iw

ir

Both 'T elephones 2-5 4.
•

•

••.

